Southwold Primary and Nursery School
Early Years Reception Curriculum Map 2020 2021
Topic based Learning based on familiar things, interest points and planning in the moment. Objective led planning ensures
next steps are in place for all learners.
Curiosity Approach- Our environment is made up of calming fabrics, plants, lights and mirrors to enhance child engagement
and empower their creativity and imagination. Our environment celebrates the power of loose parts and different spaces to
enable children to work on small and large scale projects.
Our team create provocations that are open ended or that extend children’s expressed interests, questions and curiosities
to able autonomous thought and discovery. Together, we provide opportunities for children to express themselves
creatively through research, exploration and investigation.

Term 1
What’s
your story?
English/
History
This is me!

Week 1
BASELINE

Week 2
BAS
ELINE

Week 3
BASELINE

Week 4
BASELINE

Week 5
BASELINE

Phonics
Workshop

Phonics
Workshop

Displays needed:
Wow Wall (child height)
Question Board
Visual Timetable
Sitting prompts
Phonics display
Behaviour chart and pegs- based around the language of Tales Toolkit ‘I can see you have a problem, can we find a solution to help fix it?’
Outdoor learning display
Book den- reading area
Birthday Board- days of week/months of year
Wash your hands display
Snack Area
Registration Board
Class Friend Mini Board

Week 6
BASELINE

Friendship Bay (near reading area)
Narrative Working Wall
Number Working Wall- Number Block Characters 3D
Sign in board (white board paper)
Books/stories about families
Curiosity Areas with loose parts
Tales Toolkit story telling area- Southwold- fabrics and mini mes in baskets

DISPLAY: Photos of each child and a portrait painted created over first couple of weeks. Mini Me on stick for small world in a pocket next
to display so they can take themselves out to play with others!
Child height family photo display in role play area with child made frames
Hook
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)

All about me and my
family- my story
(including the school
family)

Introductions

Questions board- what
we want to find out…
Introduce ‘wow wall’
Introduce ‘Wash, wash,
wash your hands’ song(talk about hygiene)
Introduce visual
timetable
Introduce rolling snack
time-importance of
drinking water and
refreshing our bodies
Introduce halllunchtimes/ playground
Introduce behaviour
flow chart- pot of gold

All about the things I love
doing- my story

How I grow
Arrive to different
measuring equipment, rolls
of paper, big bits of card

Arrive to a home
corner- curiosity
approach-real life
objects (home from
home)
Introduce days of the week/
months through birthday board
Introduce self-registration
board with photos and
numbers
Introduce big question
Introduce sound packs for
parents
Introduce end of day
questions for children (pick
a question out the pot) what have you done today
to make yourself proud?

How I growwhat's inside my
body?
Arrive to
skeleton and
books about our
bones

Introduce class friend and diary
Introduce post it notes to attach
name to junk modelling
(encourage name writing)

Introduce keyword
packs

All about my
house- my story
Design Centre as
hook- making our
own houses

Introduce friendship
bay- place to go when
you need a friend…
how we can use the
area.
Introduce reading
books

All about my
new friends- my
story

Introduction to Tales
Toolkit this week and
story paper
Suggested Focus
Text
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)
(Listens and responds
to ideas expressed by
others in conversation
or discussion 40-60
U)

Super Duper You!
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=bFK_PLg0F
Yk

You choose

Titch

Funny Bones

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T14qMVCyEIY

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=X_BNxLeKI20

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=9
O9ErtvJKEo

The Growing Story (Ruth
Krauss and Helen
Oxenbury)
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=v4Bx3fsxroQ

Starting School
(Janet and Allan
Alberg)
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=1zQivaCXu
-Q&t=45s

Iggy Peck,
Architect
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=1
8B8WMJdTCQ

Sharing a shell
(Julia Donaldson)
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=l42fh58uGoY

Let’s build a house

Once There were Giants
(Martin Waddell)
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=STwCfjVajys&t=113s

(Explore vocabulary,
especially by grouping
and naming, exploring
the meaning of
sounds of new words
40-60 S)

Phonics

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc.

(Maintains attention,
concentrates and sits
quietly during
appropriate activity
40-60 LA)

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality picture
books

Introduce Jelly and Bean

Jelly and Bean
reading weekly

Jelly and Bean reading
weekly

Jelly and Bean
reading weekly

Phonics Book Library

Phonics Book Library

Basket of high quality
picture books

Reading den with
different areas- baskets
to define books

Reading den with different
areas- baskets to define books

Phonics Book Library

Basket of high
quality picture
books

Basket of high
quality picture
books

Reading den with different areasbaskets to define books

Phonics Book
Library

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/res
ources/phase/2/grab-a-gigglinggrapheme

Reading den with
different areasbaskets to define
books

Magnetic letters and
sound buttons to match
up: masdt

Magnetic letters in ice to dig
out: masdt

Basket of high quality picture
books

Phonics Book Library
Reading den with
different areasbaskets to define
books

Phonics Book
Library
Reading den with
different areasbaskets to define
books

Hopscotch but with chalked
outside with chalk: masdt

https://new.phonics
play.co.uk/resource
s

Kim’s game: Letter
memory game on
paper plates

Letters chalked
outside. Throw
beanbag & say letter
sound it lands on
Dough Gym/
Funky Fingers
Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom
oms with
tweezers
Linking paper
clips
Pegs on peg
boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching
and threading
JUNGLE GYM
FINE MOTOR
(Shows a preference
for a dominant hand
40-60 PD)
(Begins to use
anticlockwise

Dough Gym
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=3KCQrjI0uY
Sticker names
Writing names

Dough Gym
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=zJQ2CaA7E50
Pegging first letter of name or
numbers
Writing names

Dough Gym
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ovgPLvue164
Beads on to numbered pipe
cleaners
Writing names
Cutting skills- toilet roll people
with hair cut at top (see VM Pin
2020 2021 planning)

Dough Gym
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=DrB
sNhwxzgc
Patterns using wax
crayons
Cutting patterns on
long strips of paper
attached to the
tables
Writing names

Dough Gym
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=m9nbk
v1ZOJ4
Scissor skills- cutting
a flowers for card for
Grandparent
https://www.pinterest
.co.uk/pin/394416879
863017662/
Writing names

Tuff tray with
chalked letters onwash off when
letter sound said.
Phonic
assessment

Dough Gym
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=br8
90A4LLJU
Raising shape
patterns
Writing names
Formation
assessment

movement and
retrace vertical lines
40-60 PD)
(Begins to form
recognisable letters
40-60 PB)
(Uses a pencil and
holds it effectively to
form recognisable
letters, most of which
are correctly formed
40-60 PB)

Communication
and Language
(modelling)
(planned puppets,
role play, small
world, playdough,
water, sand
focuses to
enhance
provision)
Play dough
Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose
parts at all times,
cutters, rollers,
card mirrors to
work on
Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along

Small world- dolls
house with laminated
mini me photos, town
close it with cars
Small world school
set up with mini me
class figures for role
play
Role play based
around real life home
items- home scenebabies, pets with
collars, dressing up
Playdough- calming,
sensory playdough with
lavender/ lemon scents
and loose parts- shells,
wooden buttons, sticks,
etc
Water- pouring and
filling- use of soap suds

Weekly Tales Toolkitdo an early day session

Small world- dolls house with
laminated mini me photos,
town close it with cars
Role play based around real
life home items- home scenebabies, pets with collars,
dressing up
Playdough- calming, sensory
playdough with lavender/ lemon
scents and loose parts- shells,
wooden buttons, sticks, etc
Portraits using playdough and
loose parts
Water- orange and lemon
slices in water for sensory,
pouring and filling

Playdough- autumnal loose
parts and smells
Small world: woodland animals
and loose parts, greenary etc
Role Play- doctors- measuring
heights and measurements

Role Playdoctors- measuring
heights and
measurements
Mark making our
bodies/ bones in
flour

Loose parts for
building- poles, bricks,
fabric- large space for
large scale building

Water/Sandwater, shells, fishing
nets
Under the sea
tuff tray- shells,
sparkles, fish
Wet and dry
sand and talking
about the different
textures

with loose parts
stored in baskets
accessible at all
times (slices of
wood, CDs, large
pebbles, sticks,
cardboard tubes,
available fabric,
artificial grass,
shiny bits)
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for
story telling/ mini
me teachers and
children on
bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with
foam for story
telling through
mark making
(tales toolkit
symbols)

Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life
items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty
food containers,
real life dressing
up items, mirrors

so bag can be left out
for children to retell
stories
(Understand that own
actions affect other people
40-60 MFB)
(Aware of the boundaries set
and of behavioural
expectations in the setting
40-60MFB)
(Uses language to imagine
and recreate roles and
experiences in play situations
40-60 S)
(Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play 4060 S)
(Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play 4060 BI EAD)
(Plays alongside other
children who are engaged in
the same theme 40-60 BI
EAD)
(Plays cooperatively as part
of a group to develop and
act out a narrative 40-60 BI
EAD)

Messaging
Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level writing
area with
cushions
Pigeonholes with
children’s photos
on so they can
send each other
messages
(Shows a preference
for a dominant hand
40-60 PD)
(Begins to use
anticlockwise
movement and
retrace vertical lines
40-60 PD)
(Begins to form
recognisable letters
40-60 PD)
(Uses a pencil and
holds it effectively to
form recognisable
letters, most of which
are correctly formed
40-60 PB)
Gives meaning to
marks they make as
the draw, write and
paint 40-60 W)
(Hears and says the
initial sounds in words
40-60 W)
(Can segment the
sounds in simple

Introduce messaging
centre/ resourcesmodel useNote paper, notepads,
post it notes, envelopes,
cards of different sizes,
postcards, different writing
utensils, writing rucksacks
so they can travel with
their mark making.,
clipboards of different
sizes, whiteboards,
whiteboard pens, large
rolls of paper, wallpaper,
plain stickers of different
sizes, labels, card from
boxes- different sizes,
Sellotape, scissors, range
of writing equipmentpens, pencils, chunky
crayons, sticks (mud
writing)
Cards to my family- my
first weeks at school

Tuff tray with foam for retelling
story- add Tales Toolkit
symbols

Tuff tray with foam for retelling
story- add Tales Toolkit symbols
People shaped paper of different
sizes

Picture frame print outs for
children to draw family pictures
and label family members

Children to attempt to write
their name on a paper person
and create a class chain of paper
people

Tuff tray with foam
for retelling storyadd Tales Toolkit
symbols

Tuff tray with foam
for retelling storyadd Tales Toolkit
symbols

Labelling parts of
body- use of newly
taught sounds

Labels and signs for
homes

Bone shape pieces
of white paper,
different sizes and
shapes.
Chalk on black
paper / tuff tray /
outside on ground

Different shapes of
paper to build a
house and label each
bit e.g. triangle for
roof, rectangle for
door, squares for
windows etc
Large scale pictures
of houses on a roll of
paper to create a
‘street’, children can
write their name on
their house & add any
other labels / info
Mark making in sand
Describe / design
your dream house
https://www.twinkl.co
.uk/resource/t-t3921-house-designworksheet
Instructions. – how to
build a house

Introduce
pigeonholes and
sending messages
to friends- model
with the use of
secret messages
Shell & sea creature
shaped paper
Welcome to new
home cards
Messages about
kindness and
sharing with others
– create a display
of ‘kindness’
messages. What
can we do or say
to be kind to
others?

words and blend
them together 40-60
W)
(Uses some clearly
identifiable letters to
communicate
meaning, representing
some sounds correctly
and in sequence 4060 W)
(Writes own name
and other things such
as labels and captions
40-60 W)
(Attempts to write
short sentences in
meaningful contexts
40-60 W)

Number/ SSM
Ten Townnumber each
week

BASELINE-Number
Use of ribbon to show
how tall I am- growth
(height chart) Draw
round our bodies on
the playground with
chalk
Assess recognition of
dice patterns 1-6

BASELINE-Number
Collect information about
favourite foods- how can we
show our results?
Create a numbered street with
children’s families living therehouse painting/ background
printing
Dice Patterns 1-6

Counting in 1s from 120
Count back in 1s from
10-0

Counting in 1s from 1-20
Count back in 1s from 10-0

Counting sets of
objects 1-5

Create sets of objects 1-5
items by counting out the
correct number of objects from
a larger set

Teach children to
‘grow’ numbers 1-5 on
one hand (one finger up

BASELINE-Number/SSM
Dice Patterns 1-6
Counting in 1s from 1-20
Count back in 1s from 10-0
Counting ping pong

BASELINENumber/SSM
Compare the size
of hands and feetorder
Dice Patterns 1-6

Organising objects as we count
them- lining up, out of a
container, into a containercounting sentences 1,2,3,4,5.
There are 5 bears.

Counting in 1s from
1-20
Count back in 1s
from 10-0
Counting ping pong

5 Frames- sentence stems- I can
see… counters and … spaces

5 Frames- matching
numerals to the 5
frames

Space different coloured
counters so children know that
still have 5

Number rhymes 1-5
Number Blocks 4-6

Number Blocks 710

Dice Patterns 1-6

Dice Patterns 1-6

Counting in 1s from
1-20
Count back in 1s
from 10-0
Counting ping pong

Counting in 1s
from 1-20
Count back in 1s
from 10-0

Play 5 nice things

1 more, 1 fewer up
to 5 using 5 frames
and numicon 1-4

Number Blocks 11-13
Numicon piecesmatch the piece to
the lock
Twinkl I spy picture
of the toy shop- what
can I see? Use of 5
frame for children to
show what they see
eg number of cars,

Resources to help
with more and
fewer, bigger,
smaller (‘5 is bigger
than 1, 1 is fewer
than 5, 1 is less
than 5)
Number Blocks 1415

at a time) and ‘show’
(entire quantity up)
numbers 1-5 on the
other
Introduce numicon
shapes 1-5- fill in holes
using small objects,
playdough, pom poms
etc
Focus number1:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit. Use
Ten Town song & story
Recognise different
ways to represent:
numicon, straws,
buttons, ten frame,
arrow card

Discovery
Maintains attention,
concentrates and sits
quietly during
appropriate activity
40-60 LA)
(Shows an interest in
the lives of people
who are familiar to
them 40-60 PC UW)
(Remembers and
talks about significant
events in their own
experience 40-60
UW PC)

Guess who- baby
photos- changes
Look at Twinkl ‘we’re
all different’
PowerPoint
https://www.twinkl.co.u
k/resource/tf-or-35-weare-all-different-storypowerpoint
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Introduce rules-be safe,
be kind, be ready

5 frames (1-5 dots on five
frames. Objects)
Counting- count and then say
1,2,3 dots/cars/bricks
Number blocks 1-3 (Series 1)
Focus number2: recognising
quantity, read digit, match digit
to amount and know how to
write digit. Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different ways to
represent.

Numicon pictures using pieces 15
Focus number3: recognising
quantity, read digit, match digit
to amount and know how to
write digit. Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different ways to
represent
Pom Pom soup- using a ladle/ tub
of coloured water and placing
pom poms into cups/ bowls –
how many pom poms in your
soup

Numicon tracing in
order 1-5
Twinkl I spy picture
of the toy shopwhat can I see?
Sentence Stems
Focus number 4:
recognising
quantity, read digit,
match digit to
amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different
ways to represent

balls, etc. My…
counters represent
the … … (eg my 3
counters represent
the 3 cars)
Focus number 5:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different
ways to represent

Assess- order
numicon shapes 15, 5-1
Order the 5 frame
flashcards 1-5, 5-1
Focus number 6:
recognising
quantity, read digit,
match digit to
amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town
song & story
Recognise different
ways to represent
Number weavetubes with numbers
on- can children
thread the ribbon
through in the
correct order

Toys played with as a babypass the parcel in a box- pick
out when the music stops and
discuss
Toys from the last 100 years
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=EDAPaEVr1Hk
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Story- ‘We're going on a bear
hunt’
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=0gyI6ykDwds or ‘We’re
going on a scavenger hunt’

Take photos of the children’s
eyes ready for a display ‘Who
am eye?’
Why are eyes different colours?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=55xE5Eh3kLU
We’re all different
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resourc
e/tf-or-7-we-are-all-differentebook
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song

What is a skeleton
and why do we
have one?
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=vRu
h9aBwUdM

Discuss how houses
are built / working on
a construction site
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=0Sd2U
RRIKAQ

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=KW
nvP97FdX0

Time lapse of houses
being built
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ax4X1z
-SBjM

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read ‘Stickman’
story/rap

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

Find out more
about hermit crabs
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=tsIs
zzDRWI8
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=dY
FALyP2e7U
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=Lh
Ko-S8QHVQ
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:

(Looks closely at
similarities,
differences,
patterns and
change 40-60 TW
UW)

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors,
buttons, real
items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall /
white fabric for
shadow
puppets, set the
mood with
lighting
Whatever
displays we

Introduce Welly Wed
song
Practise putting welly’s
on correct feet-Reggie
right, Lofty left
Sing Welly Boots song:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=F3jw7bzL0rI
Welly dance outsidewelly water/paint
patterns! (footprints for
display)

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=Ze7Lx0BL9Jk
Simple scavenger hunt- stone,
leaf, stick, grass, flower

Painted portraits
(Explores what happens
when you mix colours EMM
EAD 40-60)

Class display- based
around a rainbow?

Mirror area with
drawing paper and
pencils for portraits
(Display- It's good to
be me)
Full body portraits
using recyclable bitsscrews, bolts, natural
bits, materials

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f
c9J7oLB-jU

Taste different autumn berries/
fruit- blackberries, apples, figs,
pear, plums. Pumpkin or make
blackberry/apple cupcakes.

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=mN
6NsaSj-SU
Collect sticks-count
them, order them
in size.
Make their own
Stickman

Apple printing to make autumn
class tree.
Fruit/veg pattern printing
Fruit bingo

Make stick picturesself- portraits/
patterns

Draw/ fingerprint own
family and label

Drawing round each other/
hands/ feet

Making our own
skeletons

feastingathome.ru(friend

Measure the children using
ribbon, keep it safe, then
measure again at end of year,
then ribbons go home to
parents as a keepsake.

Black and white
paint

ship trees, as above link)

media-cacheMirror picture of me- ec0.pinimg.com
portraits (take
photos using digital
camera to frame)

Watch:

(who’s in my family, link)
Making own favourite toys
in design centre
Making a class birthday
display-displaying all chd and
staff bdays. (Smaller scale)
https://images.app.goo.gl/9P
YJz5brY6HVpTPL8

Bring in a baby photo each
and looking at themselves in
the mirror and see
changes/see how they have
grown.

craftymorning.
com
(link for cotton
bud skeleton art)

Read: ‘Connor: The
Conker & the breezy
Day.’
Make yoga conker
shapes (from book)
with your body.
Find 5 conkers outside.
Roll conkers down
guttering and count.
Play conker skittles,
conker maze, conker
playdough snails.

Rules & song
Read: ‘Storm’ by
Sam Usher
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=Eh
UkQd-zjxA
What activities
could you do in
autumn?
Make conker
rockets- give target
lines

Making own homes
out of junknumbering for
Southwold Lane

Friendship
bracelets
Friendship
printing
Cutting out
interlinking
friends

teachmama.com
(where I live idea –
for future!!
(Understands that
different media can be
combined to create new
effects EAD EMM 40-60)

(Experiments with
different textures EMM
EAD 40-60)

(Constructs with a purpose
in mind using a variety of
resources EAD EMM 4060)

(Understands that
different media can be
combined to create new

(Uses simple tools and
techniques competently
and appropriately 40-60
EMM EAD)

Save

2.bp.blogspot.c
om
(friendship is
blooming flowers,
as above)

preschoolcraft
s101.blogspot.
com
(I met a new

friend today, link)
Making friendship
garlands

decide upon we
can create
artwork during
the week.

effects EAD EMM 4060)

Peg labels/Art on
entrance display
(transition day)

(Selects appropriate
resources and adapts work
where necessary 40-60
EMM EAD)

(Children are
confident to speak
about own needs,
wants, interest and
opinions 40-60 SCSA)

Would make a

nice display

(Two channelled
attention- can listen
and do for a short
span 40-60 LA)
(Uses simple tools to
effect changes to
materials 40-60 PD)
Handles tools, objects,
construction and
malleable materials
safely and with
increasing control 4060 PD)
(Manipulates
materials to achieve a
planned effect EAD
EMM 40-60)
(Selects tools and
techniques to shape,
assemble and join
materials they are
using 40-60 EMM
EAD)

Gross Physical

Bikes and scootersmodelling- timer to
share

Climbing and jumpingmodelling- assault course

Skipping focus
Skipping with hoops / ropes

Throwing and
catching

Passing different
sized balls
Exploring balls

Building
Feely box- stand
a lid on its side

JUNGLE GYM
GROSS
MOTOR
(Takes steps to
resolve conflicts with
other children, finds a
compromise 40-60
MR)

Strips of coloured
paper attached to
table (tape) with
patterns on- wavy,
zig zag- children to
follow the lines to
cut the paper

Strips of coloured paper
attached to table (tape) with
patterns on- wavy, zig zagchildren to follow the lines
to cut the paper

(Understand that own
actions affect other
people 40-60 MFB)
(Aware of the
boundaries set and of
behavioural
expectations in the
setting 40-60MFB)
(Shows understanding
of the need for safety
when tackling new
challenges and
considers and
manages some risks
40-60 PD)

(Experiments with different ways of
moving 40-60 PD)
(Jumps off an object and lands
appropriately 40-60 PD)

(Shows understanding
of how to transport
and store equipment
safely 40-60 PD)

(Travels with confidence and skill
around, under, over and through
balancing and climbing equipment 4060 PD)

(Practises some
appropriate safety
measures without
direct supervision 4060 PD)

Discussion
(circle times)

Pathway chalked instructions
obstacle course- twirl- touch
your toes- roar and stomp,
meow and move like a cat,
wiggle and wobble, hop, like a
bunny...

Create a wiggle jar
Print action cards and
place them in jar. When
your students need a
movement break, pull a
few cards for everyone to
do. Here are some ideas
for a preschool wiggle jar:
 Jog in place while you
sing the alphabet.
 Touch the sky and
then your feet five
times in a row.
 Pretend you’re playing
the drums.
 Fly around the room
like a bird.
For wiggle jar ideas, visit
Homeschool Share.

Gross motor
paper plate
spinner gametouch your toes,
kick your legs,
spin like a
ballerina, jump up
and down, stand
on one leg, leap
like a frog, do
arm circles, clap
your hands above
you head

Using cardboard lid
with a hole in
middle, rolling ping
pong ball to stop it
going down holesadd more holes as
a challenge

and add two
holes for
children’s arms.
Have objects
other side of lidchildren have to
feel and guess
what objects are.
Hammer golf tees
into pumpkins,
then stretch
elastic bands
over, like a geo
board

https://entertain
yourtoddler.com/
balloon-olympics/
(Shows increasing
control over an object by
pushing, patting,
throwing, catching or
kicking it 40-60 PD)

(Negotiates space successfully when
playing racing and chasing games with
other children, adjusting speed or
changing direction to avoid obstacles
40-60 PD)

What makes me
special? What is

Jobs my family do.
Home activity…Pictures of
my own family- family tree-

Toys I used to play with/ fun I
have in my own
time/imagination. What did

What does ‘love’
mean? When do
you feel loved?

Importance of
sleep, exercise and
food. What do we

Why our families
are so important
to us

(Children can describe
self in positive terms
and talk about their
abilities 40-60 SCSA)
(Initiates
conversations, attends
to and takes account
of what others say
40-60 MR)
(Children are
confident to speak
about own needs,
wants, interest and
opinions 40-60 SCSA)
(Explains
own
knowledge
and
understanding
and
asks
appropriate
questions of others
40-60 MR)
(Knows some things
that make them
unique and can talk
about some of the
similarities
and
differences in relation
to friends and family
40-60 PC)

VALUE OF
MONTH
SEPT: Respect
https://www.twi
nkl.co.uk/resour
ce/cfe2-p-214respectpowerpoint

special about my new
friends?
Learn the word
‘unique’
Circle gameintroduce me gamelikes and dislikes
(pass the special gem)

Weekly Jigsaw

oldest, youngest member
(All about me scrapbooks)
Sorting small world
characters- similarities and
differences
(Shows an interest in different
occupations and ways of life
30-50 PC UW)

my Grandparents used to
play
(Shows an interest in the lives of
people who are familiar to them
30-50 UW PC)

(Children can describe
self in positive terms
and talk about their
abilities 40-60 SCSA)

need to stay alive?
Air, food, water,
shelter, love.

(Enjoys joining in
with family
customs and
routines 40-60 PC
UW)

OCTOBER:
Happiness
https://www.twi
nkl.co.uk/resour
ce/t2-p-002-myhappinessjournal-senioractivity-booklet
Baking
(Two channelled
attention- can listen
and do for a short
span 40-60 LA)
(Eats a healthy range
of foodstuffs and
understands the need
for a variety of foods
40-60 PD)

`Flapjack
Shortbread (using
rabbit cutter!! - ties
in with story)

Salt dough faces and then
leave and paint later. We can
attach hooks or paper clips
so we can hang them

Fruit Kebabs (my favourite
fruits/try or something new)

Salt dough faces
and then leave
and paint later.
We can attach
hooks or paper
clips so we can
hang them

Face fairy cakesbatter in different
colours, chn to
choose their
favourite colour to
bake with

Sandwich making
for a teddy bears
picnic- following
instructions

My favourite pet:
(snack)
Computing

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules- ‘S’
Self-Image&Identity
(DL) Technology in
our lives:
photocopiers, CD
players, mobiles,
cameras, remote
controls, IWB, ipads
I can tell you about
technology that is used
at home and in school.
I can operate simple
equipment
(Knows how to operate
simple equipment eg
turns on CD player and

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART rules- ‘S’
Self-Image&Identity

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART rules- ‘S’
Self-Image&Identity

(IT) Multimedia:Camera
I can tell you about different
kinds of information such as
pictures, video, text and sound.
I can use technology to show
my learning
(Shows an interest in technological
toys with knobs and pulleys, or
real objects such as cameras or
mobile phones T UW 30-50)

(IT) Multimedi:Camera &
mashcams on PurpleMash
I can tell you about different
kinds of information such as
pictures, video, text and sound.
I can use technology to show my
learning.

(CS) Online
Safety
Introduce
SMART rules- ‘S’
SelfImage&Identity
(IT) Multimedia:
microscope&
sound buttons
I can tell you about
different kinds of
information such as
pictures, video, text
and sound.
I can use
technology to show
my learning.

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules- ‘S’
SelfImage&Identity
(IT) Multimedia:
microscope&
sound buttons
I can tell you about
different kinds of
information such as
pictures, video, text
and sound.
I can use technology
to show my learning.

(CS) Online
Safety
Introduce
SMART rules- ‘S’
SelfImage&Identity
(IT) Multimedia:
microscope&
sound buttons
I can tell you about
different kinds of
information such as
pictures, video, text
and sound.
I can use
technology to show
my learning.

uses remote control T
UW 30-50)

Music and
Movement

Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities for
self expression.
Cassette players,
record players,
enclosed music
area with various
instruments from
different cultures.
Upcycled music
wall outside with
stage and
instruments.

(Begins to build a
repertoire of
songs and dances
40-60 EMM
EAD)
(Explores the
different sounds
of instruments
40-60 EMM
EAD)

Singing time together
as a class using Out
of the Ark.
Introduce music wall
and how we use it.

(Shows skill in
making toys work
by pressing parts or
lifting flaps to
achieve effects such
as sound,
movements r new
images T UW 3050)

Learn I can sing a rainbow in
sign language

Continue to learn I can sing a
rainbow in sign language

Children to make rainbows
and musical notes to hang in
music den

Children to make rainbows
to hang in music den
Song/Rhyme basket

Introduce music den
inside
Create a song basket/
bag with the children.
Add items to
represent the songs
each child likes- add
songs as the term
goes on.

Song/ Rhyme basket

Autumnal Musicgo outside on a
leaf hunt- what
colour leaves can
we find? Make a
colour chart and
peg the leaves on
to match the
colours. Teach
the song: Red
leaves falling, red
leaves falling, all
around, all
around, orange
leaves falling,
orange leaves
falling, on the
ground, on the
ground, Autumn
time is coming,
Autumn time is
coming, all
around, all
around. Brown
leaves scattered,
brown leaves
scattered on the
ground one the
ground Autumn
Time is coming,

(Know that
information can be
retrieved from
computers 30-50 T
UW)

Autumnal music
outside. Children
to listen to sounds
and create
movements to
match. The blowing
trees swaying to
and fro- are the
trees blowing
gently or is the
wind strong. What
other sounds can
we hear outside?
Learn the weather
song on Out of the
Ark
Song/Rhyme
basket

Autumnal Musicchildren to visit
the outdoors and
listen for sounds.
Take a basket of
instruments and
recreate sounds
heard. Sing the
weather song on
Out of the Ark.
Song/ Rhyme
basket

Autumn Time is
coming, all
around, all
around.
Song/ Rhyme
basket

Term 2
What’s inside
your
imagination?
Imaginary
Lands
(Art/ DT)
How do we
celebrate?
(Understanding
the World)

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

PSED
Workshops

PSED
Workshops

PSED Workshops

PSED
Workshops

Week 6

Displays needed: (continued displays from last term)
Cloud area for thoughts and ideas- based around book den and imaginary lands?
Wonderland based around book area
Display Aliens Love Underpants - could we make planets out of paper mache, paint them. Take photos of children and add them to bodies of aliens they’ve designed and also put up any
underpants they’ve designed together with any descriptive writing.
TO
Hook
(alongside interest
points and in the
moment planning)

Aliens and
monsters- where can
our imaginations
take us?
Children arrive to a
space rocket in
classroom, alien
gloop. Teachers
dress as aliens in

Dinosaurs
Children enter to a
dinosaur set up.
Throughout the week
one of the dinosaurs
goes missing and is
loose in the schoolcan we help to find it?

Castles, Knights
and Princesses
Children come
into a castle set
up, dressing up
and a royal
banquet.
Introduce a
mischievous

Monsters
Create a big monster in the
curiosity corner. Put a letter
by him asking for help. He is
lost and very mixed up.

Children arrive to a
Christmas themed
home corner.
Toy making in
Santa’s workshop

Santa and the
Elves'
workshop.
Christmas
Post office.
Letter from
the elves, can
you help us to
make some of

underpants. Letter
from alien

Introductions

Focus Text
(alongside interest
points and in the
moment planning)
(Able to follow a story
without pictures or props
40-60 U)
(Continues a rhyming
string 40-60 R/ W)
Uses sounds to letters,
naming and sounding the
letters of the alphabet 4060 W)
(Enjoys an increasing
range of books 40-60 R)

Introduce new big
question
Introduce weekly
provision
Aliens love
underpants
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=ADnAGBW
lzqE
Beegu
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=OaX_zGZ
O0Y8
The Smeds and the
Smoos
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=UKjjF
h7dQsg

Introduce name writing
challenge and reading
challenge
Introduce weekly
provision
Dinosaurs Roar
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ap9w9W0O_CI
Dinosaurs in my
school
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=x6LxWFxLVK8
Mad about Dinosaurs
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=2gfSqTkDjBg

dragon into the
scene- what will
he get up to
joining the week?
Introduce weekly
provision

Dragon Stew
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=25MOGjq1D0k
How to catch a
dragon (Caryl
Hart)
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=QHDeEJ-9utI

Ten Little Dinosaurs
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=E7gNfVc
elPE

Dragon Post
(Emma Yarlett)
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=ERysQQRIlLU

these toys- we
are running
out of time!
Introduce weekly provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce
weekly
provision

Monsters don’t eat broccoli
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Xvw4rMxb-DU

The Nutcrackersimplified version
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=6QFfp
XPfmok

The Jolly
Christmas
Postman
https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=yjLoK
up6y_4

The Colour Monster
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=Ih0iu80u04Y

The Crayon’s
Christmas
https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=2NZ3
DiAjdTw

Understands humour 4060 U)

Phonics

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

(Maintains attention,
concentrates and sits
quietly during appropriate
activity 40-60 LA)

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading

Jelly and Bean weekly reading

(Shows a preference for a
dominant hand 40-60 PD)

Basket of high quality
picture books
Phonics Book Library

Basket of high quality
picture books
Phonics Book Library

Basket of high
quality picture
books

Basket of high quality picture books
Phonics Book Library

Read Write Inc

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading
Basket of high quality
picture books

Read Write Inc

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading
Basket of high
quality picture
books

(Begins to use
anticlockwise movement
and retrace vertical lines
40-60 PD)
(Begins to form
recognisable letters 40-60
PB)
(Uses a pencil and holds it
effectively to form
recognisable letters, most
of which are correctly
formed 40-60 PB)
(Hears and says the initial
sounds in words 40-60 R)

Introduce Role PlayRWI with child’s chair/
green words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green words
Write letters in sand

Roll a letter dice. Find
picture to match it.
Magnetic letters in jelly

Laminated sheet with
keywords written on it.
Use letter pegs to make
these key words.

Post it note with words
on. Match bottle tops
with letters on to make
each word onto a
squared place mat

Phonics Book
Library

Role Play- RWI with child’s chair/
green words

Role Play- RWI
with child’s chair/
green words

Write letters in sugar & glitter

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Hanging monkeys:
http://www.literactive.com/
Download/live.asp?swf=story
_files/hanging_monkeys_US.
swf

Play slides:
http://www.literactive.co
m/Download/live.asp?sw
f=story_files/slides_US.s
wf

Match letter seeds
with correct
cupcake letter case.

Icing sugar to sprinkle on key
words made

Phonics Book Library

Sound playdough:
choose word card, find
magnetic letters and put
a blob of playdough for
each letter sound. Press
playdough sound
buttons while blending
word together.

Play bouncy
blending
outside with
hoops and
sound cards

Phonics Book
Library
Role Play- RWI
with child’s
chair/ green
words
Inspector
phonics

Initial word
sound &
picture
match

Phonic
Assessment

Dough Gym/ Funky
Fingers
Continuous Funky
Fingers

Playdough Mood
monsters pack and
resources/ Playdough
alien finger gym
resource- link to Twinkl

Playdough Dinosaur
songs/ rhymes- Twinkl
resource

Playdough
movements songTwinkl link

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym
Name written on a lollipop stick
and pegs with letters on. Children
to match them up.

Dough Gym
Bracelet making with
repeating patterns of
beads- Christmas
presents

Dough Gym
Wrapping up
small toys using
folding and small
bits of paper
and tape

Picking up pom oms
with tweezers
Linking paper clips

Dough Gym
Tweezers/ sorting
coloured small bits into
the correct coloured
pot

Pegs on peg boards
Geo boards
Threading with beads
and pasta

Make aliens. Different
coloured dough,
wobbly eyes, buttons,
pipe cleaners

Write name down and
children copy over the
top using a cotton bud
and paint
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=3RPfXDEjir4

Lego name building.
Letters on the side
of lego and children
to assemble to
make their name/
cvc words

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=i-IfzeG1aC4

Formation
Assessment

Hole punching and
threading
JUNGLE GYM: FINE
MOTOR
Communication and
Language (modelling)
(planned puppets,
role play, small world,
playdough, water,
sand focuses to
enhance provision)
Play dough Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose parts
at all times, cutters,
rollers, card mirrors
to work on
Small World Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical small
world activities along
with loose parts
stored in baskets

Role Play: Space
centre/ UFO areashiny fabrics, UFO
control panel, alien
antennae head bands,
big pants
Small world- shiny fall
round different sized
containers, aliens, green
and silver materials
Playdough- Blue and
red playdough to create
Smed and Smoo, googly
eyes, pipe cleaners,
heart buttons, heart
cutters
Tuff Tray- beebots
with antennae – space
and planet scenes

Light Box- loose Diwali
decorations
Role Play: School/
Diwali party decorations
in home corner- lanterns,
battery candles, flowers
etc
Small World:
Dinosaurs, logs, greenary,
wooden discs
Playdough: Natural
coloured playdough, add
loose parts to create
dinosaurs/ dinosaur
bones

Role Play- castle
scene, regal fabrics,
feast for king and
queen, costumes,
crowns, dragons,
Playdough- loose
parts for castle
making, grey
playdough, small
wooden blocks,
sticks/ pebbles/
small rocks
Water/Sandmoat- crocodiles,
murky water,
wooden logs/
shaving foam with
small spiders and
tweezers

Role Play- create a ‘monster
restaurant’ with monster food,
monster soup etc
Playdough- add loose parts to
create monsters, black sparkly
playdough with glittery, sparkly
loose parts
Small World- add monster
figures, puppets, broccoli and other
items from ‘Monsters Don’t eat
Broccoli’
Water/ Sand- boats/ sparkly thin
layer of sand to mark make
fireworks patterns

Role Play- Elf
Workshop, toy shoptools, wrapping paper,
boxes, gift bags
Home Cornerfireplace, stockings,
baking, decorations
Small WorldChristmas loose partsbaubles, holly, fir tree
twigs, artic animals,
tinsel, cinnamon sticks,
ribbon, small bells
Water/ Sand- large
blue ice cubes with artic
animals in
Playdough- Christmas
cutters, cinnamon

PlaydoughWhite soft
playdough,
shiny, sparkly
loose parts,
snowflakes and
snowman
cutters
Christmas post
office
Home
Cornerfireplace,
stockings,
baking,
decorations
Small Worldwhite and silver
fabrics, artic

accessible at all times
(slices of wood, CDs,
large pebbles, sticks,
cardboard tubes,
available fabric,
artificial grass, shiny
bits)
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand puppets
and characters for
story telling/ mini me
teachers and children
on bricks/ fabrics/ tuff
tray with foam for
story telling through
mark making (tales
toolkit symbols)
Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy lights,
real life items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty food
containers, real life
dressing up items,
mirrors
(Understand that own
actions affect other people
40-60 MFB)
(Aware of the boundaries
set and of behavioural
expectations in the setting
40-60MFB)

Water and Sandgreen slime and jelly
baff

Excavating- make
archaeologist museum

Rocket Role play, make
passports to go and
visit the different
planets in role play
Have tub of different
objects beginning with
sounds, match the
objects to the sound
cards- challenge to see
how many children can
get right

Water/ Sand- swamp
animals, dinosaurs, muddy
water, logs, rocks, small
dinosaurs in ice eggs

Magic colour potions
(different coloured
waters)- jugs, plastic
bottles, tubes and
cups- Halloween link

Small worldcastles, dragons,
horses, people,
loose parts

playdough, Christmas
loose parts

animals, shiny
surfaces/objects
Water/ sandwater tray full
of Rudolph's
straw with
hidden baubles
and bells etc
with tweezers

(Uses language to imagine
and recreate roles and
experiences in play
situations 40-60 S)
(Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play
40-60 S)
Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play
40-60 S)
(Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play
40-60 BI EAD)
(Plays alongside other
children who are engaged
in the same theme 40-60
BI EAD)
(Plays cooperatively as
part of a group to develop
and act out a narrative
40-60 BI EAD)
(Children are confident to
speak about own needs,
wants, interest and
opinions 40-60 SCSA)

(Links statements and
sticks to a main them
or intention 40-60)
Messaging Centre/
Mark Making
Low level writing area
with cushions
Pigeonholes with
children’s photos on
so they can send each
other messages

Design an alien, name it
and write a description

Name writing
Black paper with white
pencils

Name writing cards
Letter writing with
envelopes and post
box

Design own monster and label it/
describe it – individual or on large
scale
Different coloured paper &
envelopes to match the colour
monster’s moods

As Smeds and Smoos is
a rhyming book could
we come up with our
own rhyming words.

Mad about dinosaurs
rhyming book, could we
create our own book

Rainbow post it
notes/ paper

Introduce Tales Toolkit
story strips- model use

Introduce Tales Toolkit
story strips- model use

Mud mark making,
in mud & on paper

Mood chart for ch to write their
name on

Name writing cards
Tags with ribbon or
wool
Post it notes
Letter writing/post box
Tales Toolkit Christmas
booklet

Name writing
cards
Stickers- white
Strips of paper
with lines on for
captions
Tales Toolkit
Christmas
booklet

(Shows a preference for a
dominant hand 40-60 PD)

Mark making in green /
coloured flime / foam in a
tuff tray

Autumn leaves paper

(Begins to use
anticlockwise movement
and retrace vertical lines
40-60 PD)
(Begins to form
recognisable letters 40-60
PB)

Dragon shaped
paper
Writing letters for
help

(Uses a pencil and holds it
effectively to form
recognisable letters, most
of which are correctly
formed 40-60 PB)
Gives meaning to marks
they make as the draw,
write and paint 40-60 W)
(Hears and says the initial
sounds in words 40-60 W)
(Can segment the sounds
in simple words and blend
them together 40-60 W)
(Uses some clearly
identifiable letters to
communicate meaning,
representing some sounds
correctly and in sequence
40-60 W)
(Writes own name and
other things such as labels
and captions 40-60 W)

Introduce Tales
Toolkit story stripsmodel use

Vegetable shaped paper (green
broccoli / green carrots / red
peppers etc)
Magic messages
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
KX19xFfaRo8

Write a postcard (Tales Toolkit) to
monster
Introduce Tales Toolkit story
strips- model use

Christmas tree /
Christmas cracker
shapes paper
Letters to Santa / the
nutcracker / the sugar
plum fairy / the rat king
Post box for Christmas
cards and messages to
be posted.
Messages to / from the
Christmas Ef
Mark making in salt /
fake snow

Note paper, notepads,
post it notes, envelopes,
cards of different sizes,
postcards, different writing
utensils, writing rucksacks
so they can travel with
their mark making.,
clipboards of different
sizes, whiteboards,
whiteboard pens, large
rolls of paper, wallpaper,
plain stickers of different
sizes, labels, card from
boxes- different sizes,
Sellotape, scissors, range
of writing equipmentpens, pencils, chunky
crayons, sticks (mud
writing)

Christmas tree /
Christmas
cracker shapes
paper
Letters to Santa
/ the nutcracker
/ the sugar plum
fairy / the rat
king
Post box for
Christmas cards
and messages to
be posted.
Messages to /
from the
Christmas Ef

(Attempts to write short
sentences in meaningful
contexts 40-60 W)

Number/ SSM

Class recording/voteeye colour

Class recording/vote on
hair colour

Class
recording/vote on
favourite colour

Class recording/vote on favourite
animal

Class recording/vote on
favourite colourful party
food

Class
recording/vote

Ten Town number
each week- formation
rhyme

Sorting coloured
objects on to a 10
frame

Hoops and coloured bean
bags outside- how many
points can I score?

Recap 1-6 dice patterns

1-6 dice patterns in
different arrangements

Count in 1s from 1-20
forwards and
backwards. Counting
ping pong. Start at
different numbers.

Teach ‘grow’ and
‘show’ with numbers 15, then 6- 10

10 frames- instant
recognition of 1-10 dots
in different arrangements
(‘2’ wise and ‘5’ wise)
Sentence stems- I can
see… counters and …
spaces. Understanding
that there are still the
same amount of counters
each time.
Explore making numbers
to 5 on two hands (eg e
can be 2 and 1, 4 can be 2
and 2)

Number Blocks 1-3
Series 2

Number Blocks 4-7
Series 2

How do 6 and 7 look in
numerals, words,
numicon, dice patterns,
number blocks, 10
frames, big items, small
items…

How do 8 and 9 look in
numerals, words,
numicon, dice patterns,
number blocks, 10
frames, big items, small
items…

Instant recognition of
numicon shapes 1-10

Counting out 10 objects
from a larger set of
objects

Songs and rhymes to 10
Introduce 10 frame by
using 2 x 5 frames (6 is
5 and 1, 7 is 5 and 2…)

Counting sets of
objects 0-10- sets of
the same objects/
different objects.
Encourage sentence
stem- 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.
There are 9 raisins.

Could we use sorting
dinosaurs (if any left!!)
either by colour, counting
3-4 objects by saying
number name

Washing line with
different coloured
socks- matching the
pairs
1-6 dice patterns in
different
arrangements- use
of domino games
1 more, 1 fewer up
to 10 using 10
frames
Revisit Number
Blocks Series 1,
episode 10provocation for
play/ explore in
depth
How does 10 look
in numerals, words,
numicon, dice
patterns, number
blocks, 10 frames,
big items, small
items…
Instant recognition
of numicon shapes
1-10to 10 eg 8 is
bigger than 6, 6 is
fewer than 8, 6 is
less than 8
Look at the relative
size of numbers
Counting groups of
10 by lining up,
counting in and out
of a container etc

Traffic survey – how many different
coloured cars travel past in 10
minutes- tally charts
1-6 dice patterns in different
arrangements
On 10 frame-Numbers hiding in
other numbers eg 5 and 1 are
hiding in 6, 3 and 3 are hiding in 6
Revisit Number Blocks Series 1,
episode 11- provocation for play/
explore in depth
Copy a shape using numicon pieces
6-10
Use of talk pictures and evidence
what they wee on 10 frames
Sentence stem eg My … counters
represent the… …
Focus number10: recognising
quantity, read digit, match digit to
amount and know how to write
digit. Use Ten Town song & story
Recognise different ways to
represent

Use of colour blocks to
make a castle/towermake a tower with 3
green bricks and 4 blue
bricks. My tower has…
(sentence stems)
1-6 dice patterns in
different arrangementsuse f domino games
Matching numerals to
the 10 frames
Play race to 10
Revisit Number Blocks
Series 1, episode 12provocation for play/
explore in depth
Create a shape from
memory using numicon
shapes 6-10
Recap 1-10 using Ten
Town stories & songs

on favourite ice
cream flavour
1-6 dice
patterns in
different
arrangements
Use of talk
pictures and
evidence what
they wee on 10
frames Sentence
stem eg My …
counters
represent the…
…
Use numicon to
explore 1 more/
1 fewer than
numbers 1-9
Order the
numicon shapes
from 1-10, 10-1
Order the 10
frame flashcards
from 1-10, 10-1
Recap 1-10
using Ten Town
stories & songs

Use the underpants and
put numbers on them
for ordering.

Design a dinosaur using
2d shapes. Talk about
properties.

Create underpants that
are the same on both
sides – symmetrical!!

Talk about prepositions
using dinosaurs

Focus number7:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit. Use
Ten Town song & story
Recognise different
ways to represent
Discovery

(Looks closely at
similarities,
differences,
patterns and
change 40-60 TW
UW)

Halloween (31st
Oct)
Time Lapse of a
pumpkin growing from
a seed.
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=ytMpE6fubS
Q
Exploring and
investigating pumpkinswhat do they look like
in side- tuff tray with
tools so children can
make their own soup in
mud kitchen
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Story- ‘Big Pumpkin’ by
Erica Silverman
https://www.youtube.co

Focus number 8:
recognising quantity, read
digit, match digit to
amount and know how to
write digit. Use Ten
Town song & story
Recognise different ways
to represent

Exploring small
doorways, secret
passageways
Autumn leaves – the
change over the seasons
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=UuTrDnzmMxY
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read story: ‘We’re going
on a leaf hunt’.
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=c5p-fuvUYBM
Look at colour wheel.
Discuss colours. Use an
autumn colour frame
finder.
Touch colours outside.
Learn tree names in
school grounds.
Collect coloured natural
objects/ leaves.

Focus number 9:
recognising
quantity, read digit,
match digit to
amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town
song & story
Recognise different
ways to represent

Exploring rainbows
with bubble mix,
water
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=lTQ
IgVFvFYE

Diwali – 14th November
Cbeebies song about Diwali
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
KZU6M4EisyA
Diwali lamps
Hanukkah

Light box- glass
beads, transparent
items, shapes

10th-18th

Dec

Hanging paper lamps
Decoration

Firework pictures
Rocket making
Guy Fawkes.
Fireworks (5th
Nov)
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Story- Sing colour
song:
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=4g0
NbaukkQc

Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Watch Hedgehog facts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
bvkrwygC2Js
(Hibernate Oct/Nov- March/April)
Make cay hedgehogs

Christmas- exploring
the festival- small world
scene- figures, decorate
the Christmas Tree etc
Nativity story/scenefigures to play with in
small world
(Enjoys joining in with
family customs and
routines 40-60 PC UW)
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Storyhttps://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=6ReKkVfNF
58
Stick weaving- star &
glitter!

Christmasexploring the
festival- small
world scenefigures,
decorate the
Christmas Tree
etc
Nativity
story/scenefigures to play
with in small
world
(Enjoys joining in
with family
customs and
routines 40-60
PC UW)

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors, buttons,
real items, natural
mats, small mosaic
tiles
Clear wall / white
fabric for shadow
puppets, set the
mood with lighting
Whatever displays
we decide upon we
can create artwork
during the week.

m/watch?v=QpLK8AW
sVMA
Or ‘The enormous
Pumpkin, by Nina
Prosenc & Helena Vesel
https://www.storyjumpe
r.com/book/read/52643
515/The-enormouspumpkin#page/14
Go to school vegetable
patch- have a dig! Pull
up pumpkin if any
there.(Planted in May!)
Explore pumpkins.
Make pumpkin soup
OR
Make pumpkin seed
pictures.

Make a rainbow leaf
crown

Make an alien from
toilet
rolls/paint/add on
faces. Could use
stones as well.

Dinosaur hats
(green head band
with triangles cut out
and stuck on)

Design own pair of
jazzy underpants
Choose particular colours for
a purpose 40-60 BI EAD)

Making alien
hat/aliens /blow
paint display

Sing Autumn Leaves are
falling down:
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=dKjUPqbt8DU

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=SLZ
cWGQQsmg
Stick coloured
natural objects in
sticky back plastic
and use them to
make an autumn
mobile

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Storyhttps://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=hqcrtKUek
Wg

Firework display
using: Conker rolling
in paint & sticks
painted in stripes
then placed on
paper.

Draw and cut out a
dinosaur then stick
tissue paper on it,
add a speech bubble
with the sound the
dinosaur would
make. Name their
dinosaur
Paper outside and
dinosaur foot print,
(using cardboard
foot prints we’ve cut
out.

Making own
castles out of junk
Skills of cutting
turrets, adding
detail
Crown making

Make a
Pinecone
Christmas treepaint, coloured
balls, glue

Create a monster using old gloves,
sew/stick on features
Go on Activity Village, monsters
and scroll down ideas for:
Grow a grass head monster
And
Monster Feet using tissue boxes

Painting own
dragons and
naming themlarge scale (use
different materials
to create texture
eh bubble wrap,
sand etc)
Paint monster pebbles to make a
pathway

Paper plate mice
https://www.pinterest.co.uk
/pin/54535845462542831

Paper plate Christmas
trees

redtedart.com

Christmas Trees
rudyandthedodo.c
om
Paper snowflakes
Handprint
snowflakes
intheplayroom.co.
uk
(Experiments to create
different textures 40-60
EAD EMM)

Make a
postbox.
Reindeers

ideas.tpet.c
o.uk
Paper plate
baubles
artycraftyki
ds.com
or
welke.nl
(Choose particular
colours for a
purpose 40-60 BI
EAD)

(Choose particular
colours for a
purpose 40-60 BI
EAD)
(Maintains
attention,
concentrates and
sits quietly during
appropriate activity
40-60 LA)
(Two channelled
attention- can listen
and do for a short
span 40-60LA)
(uses talk to
organise, sequence
and clarify thinking,
ideas. Feelings and
events 40-60 S)

Create leaf monster puppets

Design a dinosaur
using pasta, looks
like bones.

(Selects appropriate
resources and adapts
work where necessary 4060 EMM EAD)
(Selects tools and
techniques needed to
shape, assemble and join
the materials they are
using 40-60 EMM EAD)

(Explores what
happens when they
mix colours 40-60
EMM EAD)

Gross Physical
GROSS MOTOR:
Jungle Gym
(Experiments with
different ways of moving
40-60 PD)
(Negotiates space
successfully when playing
racing and chasing games
with other children.
Adjusting speed or
changing direction to avoid
obstacles 40-60 PD)
(Shows understanding of
the need for safety when
tackling new challenges
and considers and
manages some risks 4060 PD)
(Shows understanding of
how to transport and store
equipment safely 40-60
PD)
(Practises some
appropriate safety
measures without direct
supervision 40-60 PD)
(Understand that own
actions affect other people
40-60 MFB)
(Aware of the boundaries
set and of behavioural
expectations in the setting
40-60MFB)

Team Games- stuck
in the mud
Construction- giant
lego blocksrepeating colour
patterns
Masking tape lines
like a ladder across
the carpet. Children
have to bend their
knees and jump from
one line to the nextextend by adding
points by lines- how
much can they score?
Can they stretch
between three of the
lines?

Team games- football
Weaving- use of
materials such as
sheets, ribbons, plastic,
paper, raffia to make a
rainbow outside
Dinosaur challenge
spinner- dive like a …,
jump like a...twist and
spin like a...., swing
your tail like a..., stomp
like a..., shake like a
…., run like a... dance
like a...

https://www.andnextco
mesl.com/2015/11/arro
w-jumping-game.html

Think of an alien,
picture it in head,
how would it move?

Team gamesballs
Ball swap... have
two low bowls/
buckets with
water in and
coloured balls.
Children have to
pass the ball from
one bucket to the
next. How many
can they pass
before dropping
one. Can they
pass certain
colours?
https://www.andn
extcomesl.com/2
015/11/arrowjumpinggame.html

(Link to Beebots)
(Link to Beebots)

Team games- ladders
Colours, numbers and shapes
displayed outside/ inside- name,
find and hop to the colour or
shape

Team games- pass the
ball under and over
Create a bubble wrap
runway masked to
the carpet. Children
to use this without
shoes on.
Snowball throwing

http://frogsandsnail
sandpuppydogtail.c
om/snowman-balltoss-game/

Team gamestig
Make a class
hoopla using
pates and a
tube. Children
to design their
own hoops
(cut out inside
of plate and
eave the rim)can they shoot
and score?

Discussion (circle
times)
(Initiates conversations,
attends to and takes
account of what others say
40-60 MR)
(Explains own knowledge
and understanding and
asks appropriate questions
of others 40-60 MR)
(Children are confident to
speak about own needs,
wants, interest and
opinions 40-60 SCSA)

VALUE OF
MONTH
November:
Responsibility
https://www.twinkl.
co.uk/resource/thebear-who-came-tobabysit-storypowerpoint-t-e2548929
https://www.twinkl.
co.uk/resource/thebear-who-came-tobabysit-ks1-guidedreading-questionspowerpoint-t-e2549182
December:
Positivity

Treasure chest full of
different objectsstory making
Watch a clip from
Alice In Wonderland.
How would it feel to
go on a journey and
become very very
small? What would
be the challenges?
Dangers? How would
you feel?
If you met an alien
how would you feel.
Discuss feelings,
nervous, frightened,
relate it to when they
started school.
Talk about Beegu
and emotions and
friendships
Weekly Jigsaw

Caring for others be
comfortable with the
fact that people do
things differently,
caring for other
cultures and
communities making
new friends

Christmas Link

Christmas
Link

https://www.twinkl.
co.uk/resource/posi
tive-thoughts-diaryt-p-839
https://www.yo
utube.com/wat
ch?v=6DsxIkh0
YEo ?????
Baking
(Eats a healthy range of
foodstuffs and
understands the need for
a variety of foods 40-60
PD)

Fruit salad- observe

Gem biscuits

Vegetable kebabs

Make fruit monsters

Make shortbread, cut
them out and imprint a
dinosaur foot print
could use our plastic
dinosaurs, or children
create own.

Make sandwiches
shaped as crowns
or castles

Dinosaur egg
chocolate Nests
https://images.app.goo.
gl/HZjDnA4uWp7DW
B7J7

Computing

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules- ‘M’
Privacy and security
(CS) Programming:
BeeBots
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons and

(CS) Online Safety
SMART rules- ‘M’
Privacy and security
(CS) Programming:
BeeBots
I can make a floor robot
move by itself
I can make choices about
the buttons and icons I
press, touch or click on.

Angel Delight:
chocolate
representing
muddy swamp
(for knights)
Strawberry
everything pink
(for princesses)

Jelly
Maybe add some fruit in with
the jelly grapes (monster eggs)
etc

Gingerbread

Christmas
Cakes in bean
tins

(CS) Online Safety
SMART rules- ‘M’
Privacy and security
(CS) Programming:
BeeBots
I can make a floor robot
move by itself
I can make choices
about the buttons and
icons I press, touch or
click on.

(CS) Online
Safety
SMART rules‘M’
Privacy and
security ((CS)
Programming
: BeeBots
I can make a
floor robot
move by itself
I can make
choices about

https://onelittleproject.com/ricekrispie-treat-monsters/

creativekidsna
cks.com
(CS) Online
Safety
SMART rules‘M’
Privacy and
security (CS)
Programming:
BeeBots
I can make a floor
robot move by
itself
I can make choices
about the buttons

(CS) Online Safety
SMART rules- ‘M’
Privacy and security
(CS) Programming: BeeBots
I can make a floor robot move by
itself
I can make choices about the
buttons and icons I press, touch or
click on.

icons I press, touch or
click on.

Music and
Movement

Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide opportunities
for self expression.
Cassette players,
record players,
enclosed music area
with various
instruments from
different cultures.
Upcycled music wall
outside with stage
and instruments.

Continue with daily
song/ rhyme basket/
bag with the children.
Add items to
represent the songs
each child likes- add
songs as the term
goes on.

and icons I press,
touch or click on.

Song/ Rhyme Basket
Dinosaur stomp dance
https://family.gonoodle.
com/activities/dinosaur
-stomp

Song/ Rhyme
Basket
Medieval Musicdancing like kings
and queens

the buttons and
icons I press,
touch or click
on.

Song/ Rhyme Basket

Song/ Rhyme Basket

Monster sounds using
instruments- beats/ speed of
beats/ repeating beats

Christmas songs and
bell instruments

Song/ Rhyme
Basket
Christmas
songs and bell
instruments

Actions, singing and
movement

(Begins to build a
repertoire of songs
and dances 40-60
EMM EAD)
(Explores the
different sounds of
instruments 40-60
EMM EAD

Term 3
What is the
greatest invention?
(Science)
Vehicles

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3
Maths
Workshops

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Displays needed:
Inventing Centre- make this the hook area for Term 3
Wheel art
Collect lots of wheels- different sizes/ round objects- different sized lids
Display Idea https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/287526757439134578/ Emergency Services
Display Idea https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/549720698257797840/ Naughty Bus
OUTSIDE IN FOUNDATION GARDEN FOR THE WHOLE TERM CREATE A GARAGE/REPAIR SHOP AND CAR WASH
OUTSIDE https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/509751251563044638/ lorry
TO DO
Order Chicks for Term 4
Hook
(alongside interest points
and in the moment
planning)

Unicycles,
Bicycles,
Motorcycles and
Tricycles
Wallpaper with
tracks from
different wheelswhich vehicles
have visited our
setting?
Bike wheels with
strips of material
for weaving

Introductions

Focus Text
(alongside interest points
and in the moment
planning)
(Understands humour 40-60 U)

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce new big
question
Introduce the
curiosity box

Mrs Armitage on
Wheels

Cars and Racing
Cars
Children arrive to
a racing track set
up with different
types of cars/
racing costumes

Emergency
Vehicles- Police
cars, Fire engines,
ambulances, air
ambulance
Army Vehicles
Different set ups
around the room
to explore based
on the emergency
vehicles- clues

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce the
curiosity box
Mr Gumpy’s
Motor Car
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
WjVJ9ytVT90&t=3
s

People who help
us costumes
Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce the
curiosity box
Awesome Engines:
Big Digger ABC
(Margaret Mayo)
Did Dig Digging

Transportcoaches, buses,
trains, trams
Children arrive to
a human bus/ train
set up with tickets
and dressing up.
How many wheels
can be added to
the bus/ train?
(Cardboard to
make wheels
nearby)

Flight- aeroplanes,
jet place
Tractorsfarmyard/ tractor
tyres for printing
Children arrive to
an airport set up.
Plane in a different
area. Luggage.

Chinese New Year (12th
Feb)
Valentine’s Day (14th Feb)
Pancake Day (16th Feb)
Children come into a
restaurant scene linked to
the three events above.

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce the
curiosity box

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce the
curiosity box

Introduce weekly provision
Introduce the curiosity box

The Naughty Bus
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=Z
JlLXoaglow

Emma Jane’s
Aeroplane
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=T
qTf0zwyVR4

Guess how much I love you
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7tRVBWuYQQs
Mr Wolf’s Pancakes

(Able to follow a story without
pictures or props 40-60 U)
(Extends vocabulary, especially for
grouping and naming, exploring the
meaning and sounds of new words
40-60 S)

https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=orFh4ncH018
Cycle City

All aboard for the
Bobo Road
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=eSlRrfYrYY
Duck in the truck
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=2
bXEsaTIZNg

(Knows that information can be
retrieved from books and computers
40-60 R)

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=Y
pTyKSswicU
Where do diggers
sleep at night?
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=p
B3yicEnt1w

The hundred
double decker bus
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=FjoMD
atx0TE&t=55s

The Runaway
Train
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=V7qbCXjCqQ&t=157s

Oi! Get off our
train

(Continues a rhyming string 40-60
R/ W)

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=hrnPB
SSreBA

(Breaks the flow of speech into
words 40-60 W)

William Bee’s
Wonderful World
of Tractors and
Farm Machines

Those
magnificent
sheep in their
flying machine
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=-OCqizrx270

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CXQDiqHp-xM
The runaway Wok
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=og_lSSPphOo

(Links sounds to letters, naming and
sounding the letters of the alphabet
40-60 W)

Phonics
(Maintains attention, concentrates
and sits quietly during appropriate
activity 40-60 LA)
(Can segment the sounds in simple
words and blend them together and
knows which letters represent some
of them 40-60 R)
(Begins to read words and simple
sentences 40-60 R)

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily reading

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Phonics Book Library

Phonics Book Library

Phonics Book Library

Phonics Book Library

Phonics Book Library

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Phonics Bloom gameschoose correct phase:
https://www.phonicsb
loom.com/

Phonics Bloom gameschoose correct phase:
https://www.phonicsb
loom.com/

Phonics Bloom gameschoose correct phase:
https://www.phonicsb
loom.com/

Phonics Bloom gameschoose correct phase:
https://www.phonicsb
loom.com/

Phonics Bloom gameschoose correct phase:
https://www.phonicsb
loom.com/

Basket of high quality picture
books
Phonics Book Library
Role Play- RWI with child’s
chair/ green words
Phonics Bloom games- choose
correct phase:
https://www.phonicsbloom.co
m/
I spy sound sheet

Phonics relay race
outside: make a word
bu collecting correct
sounds in a bucket

CVC words/ rotten
reds to match bottle
cap letters

Digger toy to travel
between letters to
bland words

Roll a dice. Say
keyword/ cvc word
from mat

Board track rotten
reds/ cvc words game

Dough Gym/ Funky Fingers

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Continuous Funky
Fingers
Picking up pom oms with
tweezers

Used sealed bags
filled with hair gel,
glitter and food
colouring/ paint to
create letters and
patterns

Use of magnetic
alphabet to create
name and CVC
words- picking up
and placing of letters

Threading through
leaves to make a
necklace

Finger printing/
cotton bud pattern
lines

Hole punching and threading
with wool through card strips/
toilet rolls etc

Bubble wrap printinguse of rolling pins
with bubble wrap on
to make a print (see
VM pin 2020 2021)

Making mini kites
with a pipe cleanerthreading and
counting beads on to
the pipe cleaner

Fork stamped flower
art- using a fork to
produce top of
flower on a stem (see
VM pin- 2020 2021
planning)

Linking paper clips
Pegs on peg boards
Geo boards
Threading with beads and
pasta
Hole punching and threading
JUNGLE GYM Fine Motor
(Two channelled attention- can
listen and do for a short span 40-60
LA)
(Shows a preference for a dominant
hand 40-60 PD)
(Begins to use anticlockwise
movement and retrace vertical lines
40-60 PD)
(Begins to form recognisable letters
40-60 PB)

Freeze powder paint
in with ice cubes and
a lollipop stick
sticking out/ freeze
some into paint trays
(ones with 6 circular
holes)Creates painting
sticks to use on large
sheets of paper

Salt free dough- adding natural
bits to dough to make their
own portrait
Formation Assessment

(Uses a pencil and holds it
effectively to form recognisable
letters, most of which are correctly
formed 40-60 PB)

Communication and Language
(modelling)
(planned puppets, role play,
small world, playdough,
water, sand focuses to
enhance provision)
Play dough Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose parts at all
times, cutters, rollers, card
mirrors to work on
Small World Area
(continuous)
Invitations for learning.
Typical small world activities
along with loose parts stored
in baskets accessible at all
times (slices of wood, CDs,
large pebbles, sticks,
cardboard tubes, available
fabric, artificial grass, shiny
bits)
Puppet/ Story telling
Tales Toolkit Area- range
of hand puppets and
characters for story telling/
mini me teachers and
children on bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with foam for story

Small World: Race
track created with
black tape- large
space/ ramps- up and
down/ tunnels/
garage/ car parkcolour, number
Role Play: Outdoor
garage- counter, till,
checklists, push along
cars, overalls,
spanners, tools,
ramp, car wash
Playdough- loose
parts, wheels, tyre
printing

Small World: Race
track created with
black tape- large
space/ ramps- up and
down/ tunnels/
garage/ car parkcolour, number on
each car and parking
space to match so
can be paired up
Role Play: Outdoor
garage- counter, till,
checklists, push along
cars, overalls,
spanners, tools,
ramp, car wash
Playdough: Wheel
prints in playdoughselection of cars/
vehicles
Sand/water/tuff
tray: car wash,
toothbrushes,
bubbles, muddy cars,
cloths
Outdoor buildinghomes for our
animals

Small World- fire
engines, police cars,
characters- town set
up in large small
world space

Small World: Train
track with station

Role Play: Police
station,
costumes,
clipboards, police car,
handmade hand cuffs,
emergency forms

Role Play: Create a
bus/ train with chairs,
tickets, driver, bus
stop

Playdough:
name
printing with sound
shapes
Sand/water/tufffire fighter small
world- put the fire
out
using
small
pouring and filling
containers/
small
spoons and scoops

Puppets: Thomas
the Tank

Play dough- wheels
in loose parts
Tuff tray: pull back
toys- ramps, pulling
and pushing friction

Small World:
planes, airport, create
runway from tape
and road pieces,
helipad, cloud paper
Role Play: Airport,
suitcases, check in
with clipboard,
passports, phones,
tickets, bag x ray,
pilot area, passenger
seats placed for
aeroplane layout
Playdough: Cloud
dough- conditioner
and cornflour, with
loose parts
Sand/water/tuff
tray: blue rice,
cotton wool/ stuffing
clouds, laminated
planes with numbers
to be placed in order

Puppets: Chinese dragons,
traditional clothing
Role Play: Chinese
restaurant/ Chinese home
corner- decorations, chop
sticks, chinese cooking- wok,
wool noodles, traditional
clothes, real bamboo plants
Play dough: star anise
scented play dough, red play
dough- gold/red loose parts
Sand/water/ tuff: Laminated
Chinese symbols, gold coins,
hidden amongst the noodles or
red rice to discover with
tongs/ chopsticks, making love
potions- pink water/petalsbottles/ funnels for pouring and
filling

telling through mark making
(tales toolkit symbols)

Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy lights, real life
items (wood, stainless steel,
ceramic), empty food
containers, real life dressing
up items, mirrors
(Children are confident to speak
about own needs, wants, interest
and opinions 40-60 SCSA)
(Beginning to be able to negotiate
and solve problems without
aggression 40-60 MFB)
(Listens and responds to ideas
expressed by others in conversation
or discussion 40-60 U)
(Uses language to imagine and
recreate roles and experiences in
play situations 40-60 S)
(Introduces a storyline or narrative
into their play 40-60 S)
Introduces a storyline or narrative
into their play 40-60 S)
(Introduces a storyline or narrative
into their play 40-60 BI EAD)
(Plays alongside other children who
are engaged in the same theme 4060 BI EAD)
(Plays cooperatively as part of a
group to develop and act out a
narrative 40-60 BI EAD)

Messaging Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level writing area with
cushions
Pigeonholes with children’s
photos on so they can send
each other messages

Shows a preference for a dominant
hand 40-60 PD)
(Begins to use anticlockwise
movement and retrace vertical lines
40-60 PD)
(Begins to form recognisable letters
40-60 PB)
(Uses a pencil and holds it
effectively to form recognisable
letters, most of which are correctly
formed 40-60 PB)
(Gives meaning to marks they make
as the draw, write and paint 40-60
W)
(Hears and says the initial sounds in
words 40-60 W)
(Can segment the sounds in simple
words and blend them together 4060 W)
(Uses some clearly identifiable
letters to communicate meaning,
representing some sounds correctly
and in sequence 40-60 W)
(Writes own name and other things
such as labels and captions 40-60
W)

Note paper, notepads,
post it notes, envelopes,
cards of different sizes,
postcards, different
writing utensils, writing
rucksacks so they can
travel with their mark
making., clipboards of
different sizes,
whiteboards,
whiteboard pens, large
rolls of paper,
wallpaper, plain stickers
of different sizes, labels,
card from boxesdifferent sizes, Sellotape,
scissors, range of
writing equipmentpens, pencils, chunky
crayons, sticks (mud
writing)

Paper boats with
secret messages to
send floating on to
the water.
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=b3QZp
BL8-Tg

Large paper with
tales toolkit symbolsretelling Mr Gumpy
stories
Creating stories with
props- cards, garage,
fire station (set up
scene close to rolls
of paper)
Large rolls of paper
to go on a journey –
adding pictures and
labels along the way
Adding labels around
the environment –
places we can visit

Tales Toolkit plain
story booklets/ foam
in tuff trayadventures at the
building site

Ticket making for the
bus- writing names
on tickets/ mark
making

Use of construction
paper/ form filling for
planning and
designing

Tales Toolkit plain
story booklets/ foam
in tuff trayadventures of the
naughty bus

Large rolls of paper
for picture stories
based around diggers
etc- set up near small
world area
Describe your dream
house

Love you heart messages for
Valentine’s Day

Travel brochures
Postcards from
holiday destinations

Chinese numbers painted with
black paint

Timetables
Signs for role play

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resou
rce/t2-g-114-0-10-numbers-inmandarin-chinese-flash-cards

Instructions. – how
to build a house
Large scale writing
using paint brushes

https://www.twinkl.co
.uk/resource/t-t10299-transportthemed-writingframes-

Bus routes / maps
with labels

Paper aeroplane
secret messages to
our friend

https://www.twinkl.co
.uk/resource/transpor
t-early-writingactivities-t-tp2549542

Instructions. – How to make
pancakes
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resou
rce/pancake-day-early-writingactivities-t-e-2549581

(Attempts to write short sentences
in meaningful contexts 40-60 W)

Number/ SSM
Counting in 1s from
0-30 and back in 1s
from 20-0 (Ping
Pong) Start counting
from different
numbers. Count sets
of objects 0-20 (sets
of the same and
different objects)
Songs and rhymes to
20 (BBC Nursery
Rhymes)
Making 11-20 using 2
x 10 frames (2 wise,
5 wise) Match
numerals
Flashcards 11-20
Introduce arrow
cards -use of straws
10 and 1, 10 and 2
etc. Making bundles
of 10 as a classcounting . Sentence
stems ‘The number…
has… ten (s) and …
one (s)
‘Show’ numbers 0-10
on one hand and
show numbers 1-9 on
both hands
Number Blocks
Series 2 Episode 8-10

Subitising patternsno standard eg L
shape of 3 going up
and 2 across. I can
see…
Making 11-20 using 2
x 10 frames (2 wise,
5 wise) Match
numerals
Counting 0-20 from
larger sets of objectsusing different ways
to count eg lining up,
in and out of
containers etc. use of
sentence stem
12,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,
12 There are 12
flowers.
Number Blocks
Series 2 Episode 1112
Ordering the
numicon from 20-1
and 1-20
Use 10 frames and
numicon to show the
relative size of
numbers eg 18 is
bigger than 6, 16 is
fewer than 20

Domino gamestotal number of
dots on dominos
Making 11-20 using 2
x 10 frames (2 wise,
5 wise) Match
numerals
Children to work in
pairs and show
numbers 11-20 (11 as
10 and 1, 12 as 10
and 2 etc)
Number Blocks
Series 2 Episode 1314
Use of the numicon
pegs to explore 1
more, 1 fewer than
numbers 10-20
Focus number13-14:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different
ways to represent.

Ladybird simple
addition problems
Flashcards 11-20
Introduce arrow
cards
Use 10 frames to add
and subtract single
digit numbers
1 more, 1 fewer (up
to 20) using 10
frames
Number Blocks
Series 2 Episode 15
NCETM Number
Block materials
Compare 1 and 11, 2
and 12, 3 and 13 etcmake number posters
Use of numicon for
addition and
subtraction- children
to see the number
rather than counting
the holes
Eg 6 + 2 is equal to 8
(lay 8 on top)
Explore wholes and
parts- approach from
NECTM Mastery
professional
Development

)
Spiders- adding the
correct number of
legs using lollipop
sticks on to a black
body (number on
body)
How far can your
frog jump? Pinging
frogs -use of cubes
etc to calculate/
string etc
Use 10 frames to add
and subtract single
digit numbers
Play race to 20 using
10 frames
NCETM Number
Block materials
Numicon balances- 6
is equal to 5 and 1, 4
and 2 (numicon beds)
Add and subtract
using 10 frames and
numicon
Talk pictures 0-20use of two 10 frames
to show how many
items counted eg My
… counters
represent the……

Domino games- total number
of dots
Flashcards 11-20
Introduce arrow cards
Use 10 frames to add and
subtract single digit numbers
Play race to 20 using 10 frames
1 more, 1 fewer (up to 20)
using 10 frames
NCETM Number Block
materials
Exploring and writing number
sentences- how can 1-10 be
split into parts
Oredr the numicon shapes 120 and 20-1
Add and subtract using 10
frames and numicon
Focus number16: recognising
quantity, read digit, match digit
to amount and know how to
write digit. Use Ten Town
song & story
Recognise different ways to
represent.
Focus number19-20:
recognising quantity, read digit,
match digit to amount and
know how to write digit. Use
Ten Town song & story

(Children can listen
attentively in a range of
situations ELG LA)

Focus number11:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different
ways to represent.

Discovery
They talk about the features of
their own immediate
environment and how
environments might vary from
one another ELG PC UW)
(Children to know about
similarities and differences in
relation to places, objects,
materials and living things ELG
PC UW)
(They make observations of
animals and plants and explain
why some things occur, and talk
about changes ELG PC UW)

Explorify – Frozen
Dessert

https://explorify.wellc
ome.ac.uk/en/activitie
s/zoom-in-zoomout/frozen-desert
Where does snow
come from?
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=bp4nN
qZN7w8
Let’s go Winter...

Focus number12:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different
ways to represent.

Materials 1.2, 1.1 and
2.2
Watch Number
Blocks ‘The whole of
me’
Count in 10s from 0100 using numicon,
10 frames, straw
bundles, bead strings
etc

Focus number17-18:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different
ways to represent.

Recognise different ways to
represent.

Birds in the winter
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=6CaNv
HeWLVw

Chinese New Year 12th Feb

Focus number15-16:
recognising quantity,
read digit, match digit
to amount and know
how to write digit.
Use Ten Town song
& story
Recognise different
ways to represent
Look at the
formation of Ice
crystals
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=fdhb2xzvZI
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=jiuaxPE
Tk_k
SciSchow kids
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=M48RfaWcWA
Winter Wax!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

Arctic life

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=DXxzj
mCFwTI

Frosty Adventures
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Watch Jack Frost clip:
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=tSKYvnMH7Y
Outside move like
Jack frost- spikes, zig
zags.

Antarctica
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=BKSycy
-MeMQ
Antarctic wildlife
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=zxVRjP63GI
Freeze & decorate
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Watch Four seasons
(2-3mins):
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=VYpGB
tR8Lbs

How can we care
for birds in
Winter? Nests
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read story: The Best
Nest by P D Eastman
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=D40oP
f8hlAA

Valentine’s Day (14th
Feb)
Pancake Day (16th Feb)

How can we care for birds
in Winter? Food
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Listen to:
https://youtu.be/dvPuhLC9GjU
Make bird/nest thaumatrope/
spinner.
Make bird feeders- hoop cereal
on pipe cleaner, lard & seeds
on string.
Make seed patterns.

Weekly Welly
Wednesday Winter
song: Rules & song
Introduce the season:
Winter. Look outside
for signs of winter.
Sing: Snowflakes,
snowflakes dance
around.
Read: One Snowy
Night by Nick
Butterworth
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=vChCL
sf6DEs OR watch
film version:
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=lgU8hchCnY
Frost/ ice/ snow
collaged icicleswinter display

Art and Crafts
(continuous provision)
Empty frames, loose parts,
mirrors, buttons, real
items, natural mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall / white fabric
for shadow puppets, set
the mood with lighting

From story create
on Cycle City, use
as display?
Design a bicycle
horn (junk
modelling)

Talk about South
pole.
Read story: ‘Jack
Frost’ story on
Twinkl
Wax resistant frosty
pictures of snowmen/
snowflakes- Winter
display
Draw zigzag ice
spikes
Chip away at items
frozen in blocks of
ice.
(Take photos of
children dressed up
in full Winter gearfrom home or take in
school)

https://3.bp.blogspo
t.com/Lyg8e0EBqxQ/UW
7MfIip16I/AAAAA
AACDEI/DRv4axH
tTqc/s1600/IMG_0
163.JPG
Paint in a tray add
car and roll

Make paint, glue &
salt/glitter
backgrounds. Put
photo of child
dressed up in winter
outdoor clothes on
top- Winter display.

Junk modelling
vehicles- people
who helps uschildren to create
their own road
layout and add
vehicles
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/32665
1779196237882/

Look at ice using
microscope.
Make frozen tree
decorations (yogurt
pots with collected
leaves, twigs, plants)photos for Winter
display
Ice painting

Designing and
making their own
bus to wear and go
on adventurescardboard box
with straps to go
over arms- where
will their naughty
bus take them?

Move like a birdswoop, peck, jump,
flap
Look outside for
birds with pretend
binoculars (bird cards
to collect on hunt)
Collect twigs outside.
Make life sized bird
nest-twigs, big box
hole punched,
pillows, string,
materials
Make mini nestsweaving natural bits
(Keep & use in Spring
display next term.)

Plant some bulbs ready for
next term.

Aeroplane making
in Design Centre

Create own junk modelled
dragon for dragon dancing

Making own large
aeroplane wings to
take them on an
adventure- where
will they visitmaps, globes,
writing travel packs

Dragon Masks
https://the-gingerbreadhouse.co.uk/2015/01/13/chi
nese-lantern-sun-catcher/
http://www.pinkstripeysocks
.com/2016/01/paper-

Whatever displays we
decide upon we can create
artwork during the week.

Traffic lights:
paint/stick collage/
make 3D model
using egg box

(Uses simple tools to effect the
changes to materials 40-60 PD)
(Handles tools, objects, construction
and malleable materials safely and
with increasing control 40-60 PD)

From junk
modelling design a
car- large and small
scale. Make animals
from Mr Gumpy’s
story and add to
car.

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/53079
1506055794983/
(ambulance/police
car)

Manipulates materials to
achieve a planned effect
EAD EMM 40-60)

Manipulates materials to
achieve a planned effect
EAD EMM 40-60)

(Manipulates materials to achieve a
planned effect EAD EMM 40-60)

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/12680
4545739139493/
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/25051
2798009537687/
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/13482
6582578165924/
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/13482
6582578165924/

https://www.learnin
g4kids.net/2014/10/
30/simpleaeroplane-craft/
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/34452
5440243447460/
Potato prints

(Construct with a purpose
in mind 40-60 BI EAD)

blossoms-Chinese-NewYear-Kids-Craft.html
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/
pin/542120873897939994/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/
pin/668854982145330877/
Make our own Pancake
recipe book. Children draw
their own pancake describe
what topping they like and
why.
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/re
source/pancake-day-cuttingskills-activity-t-tp-6915

(Construct with a purpose
in mind 40-60 BI EAD)
(Understand that different
media can be combined to
create new effects 40-60
EMM EAD)

Gross Physical
JUNGLE GYM Gross
Motor
Cosmic Yoga

Brushes and rakessweeping
Obstacle course
with symbols inside
up a corridor- start
with a hopscotch,
bear crawl using
bear prints, bug
squash (pictures of
bugs), side steps

Bike riding
Learn to ride a bike
Obstacle/road
course. Bring in
own bikes/
scooters for a
ssponser event

Move like an
animal
Here are some
ideas:

Jumping with knees
bent, arms
Chalk shapes on
ground in a gridchildren have to
jump to a matching
shapes on the gridsquare to square,
triangle to
triangle...

Ball skills
Superhero ‘super
leap’ challenges eg
left hop x 15, big
jumps x 20, right
foot hops x 10, tiny
leaps x 30, lunges x
10, squats x 15superhero station
with challenge

Hopping, balance
control
Bean bag balancing
game- basket of
beanbags and 3
buckets of different
sizes, can the
children transfer
the beanbags
balancing them on
their foot?

(Select tools and techniques
they use to shape, assemble
and join materials they are
using 40-60 EAD EMM)
Space awareness games
The Floor is Lava: A classic
activity that doesn’t get
enough credit. Enjoy this on
any day when boredom
strikes.

find and tag it”
This is a versatile
game that can be

with foot prints,
jump up t the
balloons, down low
and do a crab walk,
tip toe counting 110 on number tiles,
monster hop
(change direction
of hop according to
how the monster is
turned), shape
recognition jump,
five spins on
spinning spot.

(Uses increasing control
over an objects 40-60 PD)
(Shows understanding of
the need for safety when
tackling new challenges
and considers and
manages some risks 4060 PD)
(Shows understanding of
how to transport and
store equipment safely
40-60 PD)
(Practises some
appropriate safety
measures without direct
supervision 40-60 PD)

Discussion (circle times)
VALUE OF MONTH

How to care for
each other?
Weekly Jigsaw














Move like a
bird (run with
arms
outstretched)
Move like a
snake (wiggle
on tummies on
the floor)
Move like a
bear (walk on
all fours)
Move like a
frog (get down
on haunches
and hop)
Move like a
kangaroo (take
big leaps with
arms in front of
chest)
Move like an
elephant (with
heavy
stomping)
Move like a
penguin
(waddle with
ankles close
together and
arms pinned to
sides)

sign... dressing up
clothes

Jump &
Grab: Hang some
objects for them
to jump and grab
(make it learning
or just for fun)!

Pass a ball back and
forth calling out
letters, cvc words,
numbers, whatever
they’re learning.

(Jumps off an objects and
lands appropriately 40-60
PD)
(Shows increasing control
over an object in pushing,
patting, throwing, catching
or kicking it 40-60 PD)

Roll and move
Grab a large soft
die (like this one),
and write a list of
simple exercises on
cards. Have one
learner draw a card,
and another roll the
die. The die tells
you how many
times to do the
exercise. Here are
some ideas for the
exercise cards:
 Touch your
toes
 Do arm circles
 Run across the
room
 Hop on one
foot
 Jump forward
 Take big steps
 Take tiny steps

used to review many
different skills. Just tell
your learners to find
something and tag it.
For example, “Find
and tag something
blue.” Or “Find and
tag something that
starts with /s/.”
(Negotiates space successfully when
playing racing and chasing games with
other children, adjusting speed or
changing direction to avoid obstacles
40-60 PD)

Dragon Dancing with
own music to support
dancing

(Experiments wit different
ways of moving 40-60
PD)

(Children show good
control and coordination n
large and small
movements ELG PD)

How to care for
ourselves? Brushing
your teeth (show
large teeth from

Being healthy tasting different
fruits together

Our life cycle- how
we change baby to
visit

Being kind and
taking care of
others - kindness
cards and post to

Having respect for each
other- respect song/dance
to perform

JANURARY:
Determination

Science cupboard),
brushing hair,
washing face- use
of a teddy so the
children can help
him to take care of
himself

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_3oQcKxE-ck
How to catch a star
FEBRUARY: HONESTY

Weekly Jigsaw

Weekly Jigsaw

local care home/ or
home to say thank
you to mums and
dads

Weekly Jigsaw

Weekly Jigsaw

Weekly Jigsaw

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qcNq_3mJo_A
(Initiates conversations, attends to
and takes account of what others
say 40-60 MR)
(Explains own knowledge and
understanding and asks appropriate
questions of others 40-60 MR)
(Children are confident to speak
about own needs, wants, interest
and opinions 40-60 SCSA)
(Children talk about how they and
others show feelings, talk about own
and others’ behaviour and its
consequences, and know that some
behaviour is unacceptable. They
work as part of a group or class
and understand and follow rules.
They adjust their behaviour to
different situations and take
changes of routine in the stride ELG
MFB)

Baking
(Responds to instructions involving a
two part sequence 40-60 U)
(Eats a healthy range of foodstuffs
and understands the need for a
variety of foods 40-60 PD)

Ladybird biscuits
(counting dots)

Bread making
(weighing)

https://krollskorner
.com/recipes/5ingredient-energybars/

https://nurturestor
e.co.uk/transporttheme-food

Numicon biscuits
(counting)

Sandwiches (halves)
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=qc
Nq_3mJo_A

Salad (chopping in
half- tomatoes,
peppers, lettuce,
cucumber)

Chinese Food Tasting
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/re
source/t-t-25953homemade-fortunecookies-recipe

Energy bars for our
bike rides.
Contains nuts but
we can take these
out

Pancake Making
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/re
source/t-t-17569-valentinebiscuits-recipe-cards
Egg fried rice for children to
taste/or can make it with
the children

Computing
(Completes a simple
program on a computer T
UW 40-60)
(Uses ICT hardware to
interact with age appropriate
computer software UW T
40-60)

Music and Movement
Music
(continuous provision)
Provide opportunities for self
expression.
Cassette players, record
players, enclosed music area
with various instruments
from different cultures.
Upcycled music wall outside
with stage and instruments.

(Begins to build a repertoire
of songs and dances 40-60
EMM EAD)

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘A’
Online
Relationships
(IT) Multimedia:
torch
I can use technology
to show my learning.

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘A’
Online
Relationships
(IT) Multimedia:
animation
I can tell you about
different kinds of
information such as
pictures, video, text
and sound.
I can create shapes
and text on a screen.

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘A’
Online
Relationships
(IT) Multimedia:
animation
I can move objects
on a screen.

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘A’
Online
Relationships
(IT) Multimedia:
animation
I can move objects
on a screen.
I can create shapes
and text on a screen.

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘A’
Online
Relationships
(IT) Multimedia:
animation
I can move objects
on a screen.
I can create shapes
and text on a screen.

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART rules ‘A’
Online Relationships
(IT) Multimedia: animation
I can tell you about different
kinds of information such as
pictures, video, text and sound.
I can move objects on a screen.

Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

Musical
Instrumentsinvestigate wooden
instruments and
the sounds they
make- repeat a
beat, make up own
music as a class

Musical
Instrumentsinvestigate
percussion
instruments and
the sounds they
make- repeat a
beat, make up own
music as a class

Musical
Instrumentsinvestigate
drumming
instruments and
the sounds they
make- repeat a
beat, make up own
music as a class

Musical
Instrumentsinvestigate chiming/
bells/ triangles
instruments and
the sounds they
make- repeat a
beat, make up own
music as a class.

Musical
Instrumentsinvestigate
instrumentssounds to reflect
the weather

Continue with song/ rhyme
basket
Drumming for the Dragon
dance- whole school to
come and watch?
Musical instruments to
be used whilst dancing

(Explores the different
sounds of instruments 40-60
EMM EAD)

Term 4
Where
could your
book take
you?
(English/DT)
Explore and
tell us
more...

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Displays needed: (continued displays from last term
Natural area with magnifying glasses etc for exploring (based around green and brown)

MOTHER’S DAY: 14 MARCH 2021 - (week 4!)
Tuff Tray: https://twitter.com/tjprimary/status/ Yucky Worms
EASTER: 2-5Y APRIL 2021 - (week 6!)
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/classroom-display-photo/minibeasts-caterpillar-display-classroom-display - Hungry Caterpillar display
Tuff Tray: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/274438171025609838/ - Seeds
Topic Books- life cycles, growth
*Assess ‘they manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, including
Hook
Children come in to a Children come into a tank of
(alongside
wormery/ magnifying
frogspawn- explore and tell us
interest points
more!

dressing and going to the toilet independently’ ELG PD)
Children come into a
Children come
Children come
caterpillar, explore and
into an egg...
into a seed...
tell us more
explore and tell

Children come
into a potato...

and in the
moment
planning)
Introductions

Focus Text
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)
(Children listen to
stories, accurately
anticipating key
events and respond to
what they hear with
relevant comments,
questions or actions.
They give their
attention to what
others say and
respond
appropriately, while
engaged in another
activity ELG LA)
(Children respond to
instructions involving
several ideas or
actions. They answer
how and why
questions about their
experiences and in
response to stories or
events ELG U)
(Extends vocabulary,
especially for grouping
and naming, exploring
the meaning and

glasses- explore and
tell us more!

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce new big
question
Yucky Worms by
Vivian French
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=MV3A864z9
W0&t=55s

Superworm
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7Jnk3XApKBg

Wiggling worms at
work
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7Jnk3XApKBg

Introduce weekly provision
Introduce writing sentence
challenge to parents

Introduce weekly provision

Tad by Benji Davies
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=0t6ze8G21nY

The very hungry
caterpillar
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY

Oi Frog
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=J2sAgbs-ebU
Tadpole Promise
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=eKMl-a3-uNY

Bug Hotel
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=KCaoDhcwgZA
Elmer and the butterfly
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=n4OV_tXWSfg

us more
(Chicks)

explore and tell
us more

explore and tell us
more

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Chickens
Aren’t the Only
Ones by Ruth
Heller

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=ls
6wTeT2cKA

The Enormous
Potato
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=k
74g0q48lgM

Ten Seeds

Oliver’s vegetables

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=zC
Euoxje01k

Chicken and
the egg

The Tiny seed

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=Fbeo
2jurFFM

I really wonder
what plant I’m
growing
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=T
iHSapZbrNE

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=2yvllKqyVUc

Supertato
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=rz
e89HB9u8g

sounds of new words
40-60 S)

Phonics

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

(Begins to read words
and simple sentences
40-60 R)

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet daily
reading

Jelly and Bean weekly reading/ Ditty
sheet daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily reading
Basket of high quality picture
books

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Basket of high quality picture books

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Basket of high
quality picture
books

Basket of high quality
picture books

(Children read and
understand simple
sentences. They use
phonic knowledge to
decode regular words
and read them aloud
accurately. They also
read some irregular
words. They
demonstrate
understanding when
talking with others
about what they have
read ELG R)

Basket of high quality
picture books

Phonics Book Library
Phonics Book Library

Phonics Book Library
Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green words
Alien escape:
https://www.phonicsbloo
m.com/uk/game/alienescape?phase=3

Role Play- RWI with child’s chair/
green words
Flashcards boat:
https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/
game/flash-cards?phase=3
Make keywords with different pasta

Role Play- RWI with child’s
chair/ green words
Flashacrds time trial:
https://www.phonicsbloom.co
m/uk/game/flash-cards-timetrial?phase=3
Throw beanbag on target
words

Splat tricky words game:
keywords and pancake
spatula/ fly swatter

Basket of high
quality picture
books
Phonics Book
Library
Role Play- RWI
with child’s chair/
green words
Phonics Frog:
https://www.phon
icsbloom.com/uk/
game/phonicsfrog?phase=3
Order letters tags
to make word
linked to picture.

Phonics Book Library
Phonics Book
Library
Role Play- RWI
with child’s chair/
green words
Real word/ fake
word sort
Flashcard time
challenge:
https://new.phonic
splay.co.uk/resourc
es/phase/3/flashcar
ds-time-challenge

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words
Yes/No Yeti
questions:
https://www.phonicsb
loom.com/uk/game/ye
s-no-yeti?phase=3
Sight word tic tac

Play tricky word
skittles
Formation
Assessment

Dough Gym/
Funky Fingers

Dough Gym
Finger puppets (sewing
skill)

Dough Gym
Finger puppets (sewing skill)

Dough Gym
Finger puppets (sewing skill)

Dough Gym
Finger puppets
(sewing skill)

Dough Gym
Finger puppets
(sewing skill)

Dough Gym
Finger puppets
(sewing skill)

Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom
oms with
tweezers
Linking paper clips
Pegs on peg
boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching
and threading
https://www.pinte
rest.co.uk/pin/866
23992810982386/
Jungle Gym
(Children handle
equipment and tools
effectively, including
pencils for writing
ELG)

Make your own play
dough spring flower

Creating natural paintbrushes using
a chunky sticks and different types
of leaves/ shrubbery. Experimenting
with pattern and texture when
painting

Making mud paint (glitter,
powder paint etc)- adding and
mixing (practising holding
different sizes of paintbrush
and mark making with them)

Fine motor simple
addition- pipe
cleaners folded
with two ends/
loop at bottom,
adding two
groups of beads
on to add total
(part, part wholesee VM pin 2020
2021 planning)

Bottle tops in
bowls of water.
Children to try
and get them out
with chop sticks

Transferring water
beads into different
sized containers using
fingers/ tweezers
Jelly cutting challengehow small can you
cut your cube of jelly?
Formation
Assessment

Communication
and Language
(modelling)
(planned puppets,
role play, small
world, playdough,
water, sand
focuses to
enhance
provision)
Play dough
Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose
parts at all times,
cutters, rollers,
card mirrors to
work on
Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along
with loose parts
stored in baskets
accessible at all
times (slices of
wood, CDs, large
pebbles, sticks,
cardboard tubes,
available fabric,
artificial grass,
shiny bits)

Bug Hunting
Making bug homes
Senses walks

Bug Hunting
Making bug homes
Senses walks

Bug Hunting
Making bug homes
Senses walks

Small World: Big
branch with small
branches, sticks, leaves,
natural resources and
bugs, magnifying glasses,
labels for bugs

Small World: Big branch with
small branches, sticks, leaves,
natural resources and bugs,
magnifying glasses, labels for bugs

Small World: Big branch
with small branches, sticks,
leaves, natural resources and
bugs, magnifying glasses, labels
for bugs

Role Play: Vets, first aid
kit, stuffed animals,
bandages, stethoscope, x
ray, pet carrier, books
about vets, clipboards

Role Play: Vets, first aid kit,
stuffed animals, bandages,
stethoscope, x ray, pet carrier,
books about vets, clipboards
Sand/water/tuff:
Tuff- life cycle of the frog- cut and
stick- making life cycle hats

Sand/water/tuff:
Bugs hidden in sand with
natural resources- bug
hunting using tweezers

Playdough: Making frogs from
green dough, adding them to lilypad
scene- loose parts

https://images.app.goo.gl/
1yxUq47o9Q5UrnZ5A

Wormery- continue to observe
the wormery

Playdough: Making bugs
using loose parts- natural
and manmade (buttons,
matchsticks etc)
Rolling and squeezing to
make own wiggly worms
Wormery- create a class
wormery together for
the natural investigation
area
STEM: Building a maze
wall using multilink and
then using a straw to

Frogspawn- collect from pond
area for classroom, observe
changes
STEM: Threading straws onto a
long piece of string and making a
swirl. Blow the ping pong ball
around the new maze- can it reach
the end?

Role Play: Pet Shopclipboards, tills, fish, animals,
baskets, trolleys, bug homes
(children to make the bug
homes to sell)
Sand/water/tuff: soil, pots,
filling, scoops
Tuff- life cycle of the
caterpillar- cut and stick
Sand- colourful items to
collect and sort- tweezer
work
Playdough: Making colourful
butterflies out of playdoughloose parts- different
coloured buttons, sticks,
twigs, feathers
Wormery- continue to
observe the wormery
Frogspawn- collect from
pond area for classroom,
observe changes

Small World:
farm, add
feathers, chicken
food grains,
straw, chickensdivide tuff tray
into sections

Small world:
farm, add feathers,
chicken food
grains, straw,
chickens- divide
tuff tray into
sections

Puppets: Easter
fluffy chicks, eggs,
Easter tree

Role Play:
Garden Centretills, receipts,
flower making,
plants, booklets
about plants- made
by children, signs

Role Play:
deconstructed
play- large loose
parts for children
to create their
own tractor,
crates, stuffed
animals, straw,
pond, wellies,
wheelbarrow
PlaydoughYellow
playdough- loose
parts to create
own chicksnatural resourcestwigs etc
Sand/water/tuff
Colouring mixing
using yellow,
orange red and
white paint in tuff
tray- use of sticks
to mix and create
pictures

Play dough:
yellow playdough,
loose partsfeathers, buttons,
small twigs to
make chicks
Sand/water/tuff:
mini chicks hidden
in straw to place in
nests with
tweezers.
soil, pots, filling,
scoops

Small world: farmdifferent animals, faux
grass, natural loose
parts- sliced logs,
sticks
Role Play: Vegetable
market stall- signs,
make vegetables to
sell, receipts, lists,
trolleys, baskets
Play dough: salt
dough fruits and
vegetables to sell at
market stall- make
and paint
Sand/water/tuff:
scrubbing potatoes
with brushes
Observational tuff
tray with real fruits
and vegetables indrawing and printing
(near painting area)

Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for
story telling/ mini
me teachers and
children on
bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with
foam for story
telling through
mark making
(tales toolkit
symbols)

Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life
items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty
food containers,
real life dressing
up items, mirrors
(Children play
cooperatively, taking
turns with others ELG
MR)
(Children talk about
how they and others
show feelings, talk
about own and
others’ behaviour and
its consequences, and
know that some
behaviour is

blow a ping pong ball
around the maze walls

soil, pots, filling,
scoops
Sand- word hunt
using letters
Water- capacity
link- collecting
different amounts
of water to give
to the chicks- diff
aized containers

unacceptable. They
work as part of a
group or class and
understand and follow
rules. They adjust
their behaviour to
different situations
and take changes of
routine in the stride
ELG MFB)
Introduces a storyline
or narrative into their
play 40-60 S)
(Introduces a storyline
or narrative into their
play 40-60 BI EAD)
(Plays alongside other
children who are
engaged in the same
theme 40-60 BI EAD)
(Plays cooperatively as
part of a group to
develop and act out a
narrative 40-60 BI
EA)

Messaging
Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level writing
area with
cushions
Pigeonholes with
children’s photos
on so they can
send each other
messages
(Children handle
equipment and tools

Note paper, notepads, post
it notes, envelopes, cards of
different sizes, postcards,
different writing utensils,
writing rucksacks so they
can travel with their mark
making., clipboards of
different sizes, whiteboards,
whiteboard pens, large rolls
of paper, wallpaper, plain
stickers of different sizes,
labels, card from boxesdifferent sizes, Sellotape,
scissors, range of writing
equipment- pens, pencils,
chunky crayons, sticks (mud
writing)

Fact books using plain Tales Toolkit
format- frogs
Rhyming word booklets with
pictures
Rhyming words to cut & stick
Story books (made with paper and
string)
Outdoor stick writing with mud on
to large rolls of paper
Green paper / frog / lily pad shapes

Story books (made with
paper and string)- retell
hungry caterpillar
Foam in tuff tray- retelling
story
Outdoor stick writing with
mud on to large rolls of paper
Minibeast fact file – put
together a class book or
display?

Making signs to
keep the chickens
safe- Be careful,
don’t touch, shhh
they are sleeping
Egg shaped paper
Describe how to
keep an egg safe,
what will happen
when it hatches
What animals
might hatch out
of an egg –

Cards to say thank
you for the chicks
Information about
chicks for
interactive child
led display
How to plant a
seed
What might it
grow into

Designing own
supertato , naming
and describing
What will his super
powers be?
Tales Toolkit story
strip/ booklet
Create a new
vegetable super hero
– describe
Shopping lists

effectively, including
pencils for writing ELG
PD)

(Children use their
phonic knowledge
to write words in
ways which match
their spoken sounds
ELG W)
(Children write
sentences with
some irregular
words ELG W)

Mud writing – in mud &
on paper

Brown paper / big chunky
bits of brown cardboard
Tales Toolkit plain
booklets- fact files about
wiggly worms

“Whose egg is
it?” – pictures on
display for
children to put
answers on sticky
post-it notes

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/l
ife-cycle-of-a-frog-early-writingactivities-t-e-2549745

Green leaf shaped
paper, coloured
flower shapes
Labels for plant
pots

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/reso
urce/t-t-2092-minibeastsinvestigation-lab-role-playobservation-form

Listing fruit & veg
likes / dislikes
Make vegetable soup
& write instructions /
recipe

(Children write
simple sentences
which can be read
by themselves and
others ELG W)
(Some words are
spelt correctly and
others are
phonetically
plausible ELG W)
Number/ SSM

https://www.twinkl.co
.uk/resource/t-l-883my-shopping-listwriting-frames-a4

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/reso
urce/au-t-819-minibeastsinvestigation-lab-observationform---australia
Comparing sizes, weight
and length (Orders two
items by lengths and
height, weight or capacity
40-60 SSM)
Counting from 0-50 and
from 20 back to 1
starting from different
numbers. Play ping pong.
Songs and rhymes from
0-20 (BBC Nursery
Rhymes)

Making numbers to 20 using
bundles of sticks
Telling the wolf which way to go to
get to the pigs homes (Can describe
their relative position such as ‘behind’
or ‘next to’ 40-60 SSM)
Shape houses
(Selects a particular named shape/
Beginning to use mathematical names
for 3D and 2D shapes and describe
them 40-60 SSM)
Order images of 10 frames from 120

Height – taller and
shorter(Orders two items by
lengths and height, weight or
capacity 40-60 SSM)
Using cubes to measure how
long the giant’s foot is

Length- longer
and
shorter(Orders
two items by
lengths and height,
weight or capacity
40-60 SSM)

Directions (Can
describe their
relative position such
as ‘behind’ or ‘next
to’ 40-60 SSM)

Beans on to numbered leaves
to 20

10 frame bus
games

Use of talk
pictures with 10
frames. Sentence
stems.

Use of two 10 frames to add
and subtract single digit
numbers. How can 1-10 be

Number Blocks
Series 2 Episode 6

10 frame car
parks- enlarged

Buttons on the
gingerbread
Roll a dice and add
the parts of the
ginger bread manteen numbers
Graph/ class votewhich part of the
gingerbread man will
you bite first?
Use NCETM Number
Block Materials

Subitising patterns- no
standard- lines and
diagonals
10 frames flashcards- 10
and… is 11, 10 and …. Is
12 (‘2’ wise, ‘5’ wise)
‘Show’ 0-10 on one hand,
‘show’ 0-10 on two
hands. Work in pairs to
show numbers 10-20.
Flashing numbers with
hands- flask 10 with
hands and 6 fingers. How
many did they see?
Flashcards 11-20
Introduce arrow cards use of straws 10 and 1,
10 and 2 etc. Making
bundles of 10 as a classcounting. Sentence stems
‘The number… has… ten
(s) and … one (s)

Number Blocks Series 2 Episode 9
Double Trouble
Part, part, whole- making 10
Counting in 2’s from 0-20 using 10
frames and numicon (2 wise, pair
wise)
Counting sets of objects 0-20- sets
of the same object and different
objects

partitioned? (double sided
counters)
Number Blocks Series 3
Episode 5 Zero
Counting in 2’s from 0-20
using 10 frames and numicon
(2 wise, pair wise)
Counting sets of objects 0-20
from a larger set
Addition and subtractionnumicon

Continue part, part, whole. Explore
wholes and parts- approach from
NECTM Mastery professional
Development Materials 1.2, 1.1 and
2.2
Watch Number Blocks ‘The whole
of me’ Addition and subtraction
(use of cubes)

Use NCETM
Number Block
Materials
Part, part wholemaking 20
Relative size of
numbers- 18 is
bigger than 7, 14
is fewer than 17
Counting in 2’s
from 0-20 using
10 frames and
numicon (2 wise,
pair wise)
Finding different
ways of counting
0-20 – counting in
lines,in and out of
containers.
Sentence stems.

Number Blocks
Series 2 Episode 6
Use NCETM
Number Block
Materials
Counting in 10s
from 0-100 using
numicon, 10
frames, bundles of
straws, bead
strings etc
Doubling- what it
is? What it also is,
what it is not.
Dice, numiocn and
10 frames to
demonstrate
double
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Order numbers from
1-20, 20-1 using
numicon and 10
frame flashcards
Counting in 10s from
0-100 using numicn,
10 frames, bundles of
straws, bead strings
etc
Halving- what it is?
What it also is, what
it is not. Numiocn
and 10 frames to
demonstrate halving
2,4,6,8,10

Counting in 10s from 0100 using numicon, 10
frames, bundles of
straws, bead strings etc
Discovery
(Children respond to
instructions involving
several ideas or
actions. They answer
how and why
questions about their
experiences and in
response to stories or
events ELG U)

`

Find out about worms
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=lzc_1vjLnI
Worm facts
https://www.twinkl.co.
uk/resource/t-t-27817all-about-earthwormsfact-cards

Life cycle of a frog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
GgCL3JenMCs
Life cycle of a frog song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
mhrlPr6Yk7Q

Life cycle of a frog hat

Life cycle of a butterfly
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=V5RSpMQQOpw
Life cycle of a butterfly song
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=PLUtJmIN0ww
or
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=pysC9wBJZ9s

Life cycle of butterfly hat

St Patricks
Day (17th
March)
celebrate day
stand-alone- hat
making,
traditions to be
celebrated
(They know
about similarities

Easter- discover,
explore and
celebrate using
Easter Story

Easter- discover,
explore and celebrate
using Easter Story

(Children talk about
past and present
events in their own
lives and in the lives
of family members
ELG PC UW)

(Children talk about
past and present events
in their own lives and in
the lives of family
members ELG PC
Flower Power!

Flower Power!

Let’s get tweety!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

Life cycle of a robin.
Watch:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=8LzjiuEid
LE
Listen to Robin noises
Look at pictures of
robins.
Make your own 3D
bird/ Robin out of clay,
feathers, googly eyes/
beads, sticky shapes.
(Spring display)

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors,

https://rainydaymum.c
o.uk/story-booksummer-superworm/
https://belladia.typepad
.com/.a/6a00d8341cc0

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resour
ce/t-t-5230-frog-life-cyclepowerpoint
Let’s get jumpy!
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MJOSoJNeu54
Make your own frog life cycle: 1.
Make your own frogspawn- jelly,
seeds
2. tadpole- painted pebble
3.froglet- playdough
4.Make a frog mask
Listen to ‘Oi Frog!’ By Kes Gray
&Jim Field:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search
?q=oi+frog&&view=detail&mid=21
D15BEC3852D22CC6E621D15BE
C3852D22CC6E6&&FORM=VRDG
AR

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/
531776668484766234/
https://frugalfun4boys.com/ador
able-egg-carton-turtle-craftcaterpillar-frog/

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/reso
urce/t-t-2546442-from-anegg-to-a-butterfly-songpowerpoint
(They make observations of
animals and plants and explain
why some things occur, and talk
about changes ELG PC UW)
Birdie Graph!
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Go outside with pretend
binoculars on a bird hunt (Put
bird cards outside to find)
Learn a few bird names and
how to recognise them.
Make a class bird pictogram
from birds found.
Bird snap.
Listen to birds singing-guess
which bird
Mummy Bird (Tweezers)-feed
worms (pipe cleaners)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Ai2S3e-2-LQ

and differences
between
themselves and
others and
among families,
communities and
traditions ELG PC
UW)
Stem- bridge
making using
construction
and small loose
parts
Beautiful
Birdies!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

Read ‘Peely
Walley’ by
Decorate
cardboard/
polystyrene
eggs with paint,
collage. (Spring
display- Put in
nests made last
term alongside
bird made this
term.)
https://www.cra
ftymorning.com/
make-chickcraft-using-fork/

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Look at basic parts
of a flower. Take
apart flower to
show them. E.g.
stem= like a straw
sucking up water.
Which flowers
come out in
Spring?
Walk outside to
see Daffodils,
tulips, etc. (Put
flower cards
outside for them
to find.)
Explore daffodils
by taking them
apart.
Daffodil collage for
Mother’s Day
cards, extras on
Spring display.
Geoboards for
spring images.

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Listen to the tulip
song:
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=9sms8r
CQVZA
Same as last week but
create paper tulips.

Could we have a
whole week on
planting/gardenin
g. Plant beans
and make a
diary, using

https://happytoddle
rplaytime.com/16fun-potato-mashercrafts/

buttons, real
items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall /
white fabric for
shadow
puppets, set the
mood with
lighting
Whatever
displays we
decide upon we
can create
artwork during
the week.

https://www.twi
nkl.co.uk/resour
ce/t-t-18368spring-craftactivity-pack
(Children are
confident to try new
activities, and say why
they like some
activities more than
others ELG SCSA)
(They are confident to
speak in a familiar
group, will talk about
their ideas, and will
choose the resources
they need for their
chosen activity. They

8553ef01156f540a0d9
70c-pi
Paint on Paper and
then blow paint
through straw,
represent worms!
https://images.app.goo.
gl/AL7oqeDPZkm39ikj
6
https://images.app.goo.
gl/UHFKMQ7FmvzXZ
Cgt6
Two lollipop sticks to
hold up wiggly worm
puppet (materials or
paper to act as wormgoogly eyes)
https://images.app.goo.
gl/AL7oqeDPZkm39ikj
6
https://images.app.goo.
gl/UHFKMQ7FmvzXZ
Cgt6

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/
252553491582406324/
https://images.app.goo.gl/Koc6xs
YGGqTd6TJi6
Make own fish tank using a card
board box- hanging fish which
can move on paperclips and
designing own back drop scene

https://www.pinterest.co.u
k/pin/31454897372508143
/
To make patterns blow
bubbles with paint/washing
up liquid then place paper
on top
Caterpillars made from
egg boxes with google
eyes
Butterflies- symmetrical
folding (paint)
https://www.pinterest.co.u
k/pin/31454897372508143
/
https://www.milagros.co.u
k/mexican-tin-decorations/
Watched it on Kirstie
Allsopp. Watched how to
do a simple version. Will
need tin foil containers
Prepare Mother’s Day
Cards

https://www.dev
iantart.com/cris
nanegab/art/Pap
er-platechicken325663882
Design own egg
patterns.
Make Easter
Cards
https://images.ap
p.goo.gl/L56Da7
4yRdfGRhnN7
Make your own
Easter bonnets
and celebrate
them by having
a parade
https://images.ap
p.goo.gl/L56Da7
4yRdfGRhnN7

photos and their
descriptive work
and pictures.

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/23383
5405629826817/

Go outside and
prepare areas (!)
to sow seeds,
plant herbs,
sunflowers.
strawberries and
potatoes. Would
love to do this
please (AS)

Potato printing

Fluffy chick
pictures
Making the
chicks a little
home- design
centre
Draw fruit using,
pastels.
Fruit prints

https://www.garden
ingknowhow.com/s
pecial/children/pota
to-craft-ideas-forkids.htm Scroll
down for potato
art sculptures

say when they do or
don’t need help ELG
SCSA)
(Children use what
they have learnt
about media and
materials in original
ways, thinking about
uses and purposes
ELG BI)
(Children safely use
and explore a variety
of materials, tools and
techniques,
experimenting with
colour, design, texture,
form and function
ELG EMM EAD)
(Children represent
their own ideas,
thoughts and feelings
through design and
technology and art
ELG BI EAD)

Gross Physical
Cosmic Yoga
and Jungle Gym
(Children talk about
how they and others
show feelings, talk
about own and
others’ behaviour and
its consequences, and
know that some
behaviour is
unacceptable. They
work as part of a
group or class and
understand and follow

Team Games- stuck in
the mud
Put markers on the
playground, children to
weave in and out of
markers, can they
dribble a ball in and
out of markers?

Team games- football

Team games- balls

Partner work- pass the ball to
each other sitting down, then
kneeling, then standing up

Partner work- pass the ball
to each other sitting
down, then kneeling, then
standing up

Passing with one bounce

Throwing and catching
with large and small balls
Can you move like a
minibeast? wiggle along the
floor like a worm, crawl,
crawl, crawl like a ladybird,
keep still like a spider then

Bat and ball
games- how far
can we hit the
ball- (field)
Measuring
distance with
counted
footprints

Team gamespass the ball
under and over
Kicking the ball
to a friend.
Passing the ball
between two
friends. Passing
the ball between
three friends.
Learn with a
ball toss

Team gamessimple version of
rounders

pounce on a fly as its
caught in your web, slither
slowly like a snail, fly and
buzz like a buzzy bee,
scuttle away like a
centipede, fly fast like a
speedy dragonfly, flap
quietly like a butterfly…

rules. They adjust
their behaviour to
different situations
and take changes of
routine in the stride
ELG MFB)
(Children show good
control and
coordination in large
and small movements.
They move confidently
in a range of ways,
safely negotiating
space (ELG PD)

If your learners
are able to
catch a simple
toss, put them
in a circle.
Then think of a
way to
incorporate
learning with a
ball toss. For
example, you
can throw a ball
to a student
and name a
word. Then
s/he names a
rhyming word
and tosses the
ball back to
you. Toss it to
another student
with a new
word for
him/her to
rhyme.

(Shows understanding
of the need for safety
when tackling new
challenges and
considers and
manages some risks
40-60 PD)
(Shows understanding
of how to transport
and store equipment
safely 40-60 PD)
(Practises some
appropriate safety
measures without
direct supervision 4060 PD)

Discussion
(circle times)
FEBRUARY
VALUE OF THE
MONTH:
HONESTY
https://www.you
tube.com/watch

Sharing – find a friend
and share an activity
challenge (look after a
pom pom critter for
the day- remember to
feed it, care for it, talk
to it...)
Weekly Jigsaw

Going for goals- reach for the
stars song and dance- can we
create our own goals rocket
and try and reach for the stars?
Weekly Jigsaw

Honesty- doing the right
thing
Think of different ways to
tell the truth- why is this a
good choice?
Weekly Jigsaw

Courage- what
is courage?
What/who
helps us to have
courage?
Blind fold
activity- tasting
or trusting a
friend in a

Stranger danger
(Sensei David)

What to do when
you feel nervous/
worried- feelings
puppets

?v=MpQxC01B
xJk
(good but a bit
squeaky)
MARCH
VALUE OF THE
MONTH
FRIENDSHIP
https://www.twi
nkl.co.uk/resour
ce/t-l-54210starry-eyedstan-ebookenglish
(Children take
account of one
another’s ideas about
how to organise their
activity. They show
sensitivity to others’
needs and feelings
and form positive
relationships with
adults and other
children ELG MR)
(Children can describe
self in positive terms
and talk about their
abilities 40-60 SCSA)
(Children express
themselves effectively,
showing awareness of
their listeners needs.
They use past,
present and future
forms accurately
when talking about
events that have
happened or are to
happen in the future.

balancing team
work game

They develop their
own narratives and
explanations by
connecting ideas ot
events ELG S)

Baking
(Children respond to
instructions involving
several ideas or
actions. They answer
how and why
questions about their
experiences and in
response to stories or
events ELG U)

Pancakes

Fruit kebabs
https://images.ap
p.goo.gl/PDnKq
vghEVPx81LF9

https://picklebums.com/familyfood-cornies-biscuits/

Worm biscuits

Tasting exotic fruits: tasting
passion fruit/ making juice. This
fruit looks like frogspawn
https://youtu.be/NfcnelcW87Y

https://images.app.g
oo.gl/syz97e5PVYw
N3cTAA

(Children
recognise a range
of technology is

Bread roll making

https://picklebums.com/familyfood-cornies-biscuits/

(Eats a healthy range
of foodstuffs and
understands the need
for a variety of foods
40-60 PD)

Computing

Cheesy piggy bread faces

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘R’
Online Reputation &
Online Bullying

https://images.app.goo.
gl/JCzUNCgpcq3rQz6c9
https://images.app.goo.
gl/CTuYs8x28G1dEmya6

https://images
.app.goo.gl/Q9
T7PVsthBC5M
XvW6

Currant fairy
cakes

Potato Wedges

Pizza using pitta
bread

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/74379
7694687185627/

Egg and cress
sandwiches?
(could plan to
plant cress
before or during
the weeks
planning)

Tasting dragon fruit- also looks
like frogspawn

https://parade.com/
137309/parade/10things-to-do-withpotatoes/#chocolat
e-potato-cake-2
Making Potato
wedges

Tasting exotic fruits:
Tasting delicious passion
fruit/juice: this fruit looks like
frog spawn 
https://youtu.be/NfcneIcW8
7Y
Tasting Dragon fruit looks
also like frog spawn 

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART rules ‘R’
Online Reputation &
Online Bullying
(CS) Programming

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART rules
‘R’
Online Reputation &
Online Bullying

(CS) Online
Safety
Introduce
SMART rules
‘R’

(CS) Online
Safety
Introduce
SMART rules ‘R’

(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘R’
Online Reputation
&

used n places
such as homes
and schools T
UW ELG)
(They select and
use technology
for particular
purposes T UW
ELG)

Music and
Movement
Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities for
self expression.
Cassette players,
record players,
enclosed music
area with various
instruments from
different cultures.
Upcycled music
wall outside with
stage and
instruments.

(Children use
songs, make
music and dance,
and experiment
with ways of

(CS) Programming
Purple Mash- 2Go
Control fairytale
character moving to visit
other characters on
screen
I can use simple software
to make something
happen.

Purple Mash- 2Go
I can make choices about the
buttons and icons I press, touch or
click on.

(CS) Programming
Purple Mash- 2Go
I can use simple software to
make something happen.
I can make choices about the
buttons and icons I press,
touch or click on.

Online
Reputation &
Online Bullying
(CS)
Programming
Purple Mash- 2Go
I can use simple
software to make
something
happen.
I can make
choices about the
buttons and icons
I press, touch or
click on.

Online
Reputation &
Online Bullying
(CS)
Programming
Purple Mash- 2Go
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons
and icons I press,
touch or click on.

Online Bullying
(CS) Programming
Purple Mash- 2Go
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons and
icons I press, touch
or click on.

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

Music Making- drum
making/ look at actual
drums/ drumming
workshop- use in
music and movement
session

Music Making- drum making/
look at drums- use in music and
movement session

Music Making- shaker
making/ look at actual
shaker- use in music and
movement session (shaker
and drums)

Music Makingshaker making/
look at actual
shaker- use in
music and
movement
session (shaker
and drums)

Southwold
Band- use of
instruments in
songs- following
a beat/ repeat
after me

Southwold Banduse of instruments
in songs- following
a beat/ repeat after
me

changing them
ELG EMM EAD)
(Children
represent their
own ideas,
thoughts and
feelings through
music and dance
ELG BI EAD)

Term 5
Where in
the World
are we?
(Geography)
Journeys and
Travel

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Dr Seuss… ‘Oh the
places you’ll go’
‘You’re off to great
places, today is your
day! Your mountain
is waiting so, get on
your way…’
Displays needed:
Map area with binoculars and large rolls of paper, wellingtons, magnifiers, maps, collection bags, small pots for collecting things
Big map of the world and the UK- places we have visited
Explorers camp with tent, pretend camp fire, pretend barbecue set up

Week 5

Week 6

Tuff Tray: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/518547344580206756/ - Bear Hunt
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/418060777881189803/ Rumble in the Jungle Display
TO DO
Arrange sponsored Zumbathon
*Assess ‘they manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, including dressing and going to the toilet independently’ ELG PD)
Hook
Mind mapping –
Off to explore Bicester….
Off to explore
Off to explore the Off to explore the
(alongside
what do we want to
Space…
jungle…
Antarctic…
interest points
find out about?
Town set up with pictures of
and in the
Questions we have? Bicester (old and new)
Children enter to
Children come
moment
Introduce the
Children enter to
a jungle scene/
into an igloo scene
planning)
‘Explorers camp’.
Walk to Bicester
a space set
jeep/ binoculars/
with tuff trayWhere do we want
up/spaceship
maps
artic animals
to set up camp?
How do we get our
Globes/World Map by set up
Globes/ world
Globes/ World
tents up? What
Globes/ world
map nearby
Map near
food do we need to
COUNTRY OF WEEK:
map nearby
take?
SCOTLAND
COUNTRY OF
COUNTRY OF
WEEK: FRANCE
COUNTRY OF
COUNTRY OF
WEEK: IRELAND
WEEK: ENGLAND
WEEK: WALES

Introductions

Focus Text
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)
(Children listen to
stories, accurately
anticipating key events

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce new big
question
We’re going on a
bear hunt ???
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=Wa
oa3iG3bZ4&t=44s

Introduce weekly provision

Smartest Giant in town
Part 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
_S2Y-z0jzWw
Part 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
k0whQAknJgE

Introduce weekly
provision
Estimation Centre
Whatever Next
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=6
c5cb0u0rPM
Toys in space
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
m3FZfgyBT5U

Off to explore
Ocean …
Children enter to
an under the sea
world- paddling
pool, different fish,
different shades of
blue material
Globes/ World
map near
COUNTRY OF
WEEK: UK/
London
GARDEN PARTY
FOR THRILLING
THURSDAY

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Rumble in the
jungle
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=fmq9
PkLUBlI

The Snowflake
Mistake
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=f
bMzIADcVbI

Hooray for fish
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=C2vlVHVnes

In the Jungle
(Axel Scheffler)

Lost and Found
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=B
33hZSjyeO0

Tiddler
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=q
cTQADUywZY

Ten Town link- story of Ten Town
characters

and respond to what
they hear with relevant
comments, questions or
actions. They give their
attention to what others
say and respond
appropriately, while
engaged in another
activity ELG LA)

Zam zam zoom

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=H3eh
YoaripA
Monkey Puzzle
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=c
oZgMxbUUJk

Cuddly Dudley
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=Y
D56ixQFneo

The big book of
blue
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=J
Vg-lyF3Brk

(Children respond to
instructions involving
several ideas or actions.
They answer how and
why questions about
their experiences and in
response to stories or
events ELG U)

Phonics

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

(Children read and
understand simple
sentences. They use
phonic knowledge to
decode regular words
and read them aloud
accurately. They also
read some irregular
words. They
demonstrate
understanding when
talking with others about
what they have read
ELG R)

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly reading/ Ditty
sheet daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Jelly and Bean weekly
reading/ Ditty sheet
daily reading

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Phonics Book Library

Phonics Book Library

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Grab a giggling
grapheme:
https://new.phonicspl
ay.co.uk/resources/p
hase/3/grab-agiggling-grapheme

Space Race:
https://new.phonicspl
ay.co.uk/resources/p
hase/3/space-race

Basket of high quality picture books
Basket of high quality
picture books
Phonics Book Library
Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words
Make a match:
https://new.phonicspla
y.co.uk/resources/phas
e/3/matching-ph3w12
Snakes and ladders
tricky words/ sounds

Phonics Book Library
Role Play- RWI with child’s chair/ green
words
Make a match:
https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/
phase/3/matching-ph3w3
Roll the dice tricky word/ sounds game

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high
quality picture books

Phonics Book Library
Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words
Make a match:
https://new.phonicspl
ay.co.uk/resources/p
hase/3/matchingph3w4
Skittles tricky word/
sound words

Phonics Book
Library
Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words
Make a match:
https://new.phonicsp
lay.co.uk/resources/
phase/3/matchingph3w5

Snakes and ladders
tricky words/ sounds

Sight word tic tac
game
Dough Gym/ Funky
Fingers
Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom oms
with tweezers

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Outdoor weaving on
sticks- making frames

Outdoor weaving – wools on to the
stick frames made last week

Giving our cress
audience hair a trim
with the scissors

Growing a cress head
(audience for a mini
show)

Creating CD spinners using gems and
jewels to hang from trees in garden

Hole punch toilet
rolls and thread
straws/ pipe cleaners
through

Threading beads
onto twigs/ pipe
cleaners to make
windchimes to hang
in garden (See LF
Pinterest)

Linking paper clips
Pegs on peg boards
Geo boards

Magnetic letters
from jelly to make
tricky words/ sound
words
Dough Gym

Phonics
Assessment

Wind streamerschildren to tie
ribbons from a
chunky stick to use
in the wind or as a
music and movement
prop

Kite making- cutting
collage materials to
decorate their own
kite to fly

Dough Gym

Handwriting patterns
using joins
ccc,eee,mmm,nnn
Formation
Assessment

Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching and
threading
https://www.pintere
st.co.uk/pin/382806
037058051480/
Jungle Gym
(Children handle
equipment and tools
effectively, including
pencils for writing ELG
PD)

Communication and
Language
(modelling)
(planned puppets,
role play, small
world, playdough,

Senses walk
Den Making outside
Bug Hunting

Senses walk
Den Making outside
Bug Hunting

Senses walk
Den Making outside
Bug Hunting

LINK TO FARMING TOWN
BICESTER

Senses walk
Den Making outsideexplorers shelter
Bug Hunting
Small World:
Space back drop,
tinfoil, silver objects,
metal objects, small

Senses walk
Den Making outside
Bug Hunting
Senses walk
Den Making outside
Bug Hunting

Senses walk
Small World:
Antarctic scene- add
white, shiny, frosty
fabrics, artic
explorer, artic
animals

Senses walk
Den Making outside
Small World: blue
fabrics, yellow fabric,
sand, shells, rocks

water, sand focuses
to enhance
provision)
Play dough Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose
parts at all times,
cutters, rollers, card
mirrors to work on
Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along with
loose parts stored
in baskets accessible
at all times (slices of
wood, CDs, large
pebbles, sticks,
cardboard tubes,
available fabric,
artificial grass, shiny
bits)
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for story
telling/ mini me
teachers and
children on bricks/
fabrics/ tuff tray
with foam for story

Role Play: camp site
outside- rucksacks,
water bottles, plastic
cutlery, crockery,
sleeping bags, pop up
tents and pretend
camp fires
Small world: Large
branch, small twigs and
sticks with bugs
Play dough: Loose
parts to create snails
and spiders etc
Obstacle trailsboxes, tunnels, plankspositional language
signs for the children
to read and follow
Sand/ water/ tuff:
Mini beast hunt,
hidden amongst leaves,
twigs, small branches,
tweezers, magnifying
glasses

Den Making outside- explorers shelter
Bug Hunting
Small World: Add farm animals, fake
grass, farmers, back drop of farm yard
Role play: Farm shop- real vegetables
and signs.
Play dough: Brown playdough for mud,
tractor wheel printing
Sand/water/tuff: sensory farm set upanimals, Weetabix hay bales,
grains/lentils/bran flakes for field/ Real
vegetables to explore- chop/ clean
/scrub with washing brushes/ unspun
wool to explore

planets, space
rockets
Role Play: Space
station/ rocket/
moon landing. Use
black fabric, lights for
stars, space capsule
created with children
using boxes, planets
Play dough: Grey
moon playdough, add
small stones,
different textures
Sand/water/tuff:
Cover in foil, make
moon buggies/stars/
magnets- mixture of
magnetic and non
magnetic items to
sort/ moon buggy
beebots
Dark Dens- light up
objects- shadows/
lights and darks

Role play: Jungle
village- fire, logs,
wooden bowls,
plants
Playdough: green
playdough, sticks,
leaves, bark/wooden
prints, leaf prints
Sand/water/tuff:
Amazon river
animals, crocodiles,
rocks

Small World:
Characters in
traditional dress,
natural
resources- log
slices, twigs,
sticks, leaves,
palm/spider
plants, jungle
animals, back
drop of a jungle
village

Puppets- artic
animals- penguins
etc
Role Play: Antarctic
Expedition- small
tent, base camp,
white and blue fabric,
flag, back packs,
binoculars, blue and
white fairy lights
Play dough: white
playdough,
snowflakes, sequins,
cutters, buttons
Sand/water/tuff:
blue water, penguins,
icebergs, whales

Puppets: sea
animals, scuba divers,
submarine (made by
children)
Role play: Beachfabric to represent
sand and sea, deck
chairs, towels,
sunglasses, goggles,
beach balls, bucket
and spades, sun hats,
palm trees
Play Dough: blue
play dough, add
loose parts- blue
beads, shells,
Sand/water/tuff: rock
pool- various sized
pebbles, sand with
hidden sea animals to
discover

telling through mark
making (tales toolkit
symbols)

Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life items
(wood, stainless
steel, ceramic),
empty food
containers, real life
dressing up items,
mirrors
(Children play
cooperatively, taking
turns with others ELG
MR)
Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play
40-60 S)
(Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play
40-60 BI EAD)
(Plays alongside other
children who are
engaged in the same
theme 40-60 BI EAD)
(Plays cooperatively as
part of a group to
develop and act out a
narrative 40-60 BI EAD)

Messaging Centre/
Mark Making

Note paper, notepads,
post it notes, envelopes,
cards of different sizes,
postcards, different

Maps of Bicester- labelling, ordering
Facts Files- blank tales toolkit booklets

Tales Toolkit/
storytelling stripsSpace

Tales Toolkit story
books- plain/ linedjungle stories

Tales Toolkit story
books- plain/ linedAntarctic stories

Tales Toolkit story
books- plain/ linedunder the sea stories

Low level writing
area with cushions
Pigeonholes with
children’s photos on
so they can send
each other
messages
(Children handle
equipment and tools
effectively, including
pencils for writing ELG
PD)

(Children use their
phonic knowledge to
write words in ways
which match their
spoken sounds ELG
W)
(Children write
sentences with some
irregular words ELG
W)
(Children write simple
sentences which can
be read by
themselves and
others ELG W)
(Some words are
spelt correctly and
others are
phonetically plausible
ELG W)

writing utensils, writing
rucksacks so they can
travel with their mark
making., clipboards of
different sizes,
whiteboards, whiteboard
pens, large rolls of paper,
wallpaper, plain stickers
of different sizes, labels,
card from boxesdifferent sizes, Sellotape,
scissors, range of writing
equipment- pens, pencils,
chunky crayons, sticks
(mud writing)

Labelling space food
(creating crazy
names for foods)
Tales Toolkit story
books- plain/ linedspace stories

Big sheets of paper
for story making/
group story telling
(Tales Toolkit signs
to support)

Big rolls of paper for
story planning/ story
picture boards

Number/ SSM

Positional languageunder, over, in, out,
on, behind, in front
(link to going on a
bear hunt- searching
ELG SSM)
Counting from 0-50
and from 20 back to 1
starting from different
numbers. Play ping
pong.
Songs and rhymes
from 0-20 (BBC
Nursery Rhymes)

Making maps to show places to tidy in
school- model making them- use of grids
(Position, direction and distance ELG SSM)
Estimation- Show the children 10
counters. Children to estimate how
many counters there are in sets of 0-20
counters. Are there more or fewer than
10? Put the counters onto the 2x 10
frames to see if they are right and how
many there are.
20 counters- how many are in the set?
Estimate. Show how many there are
using 10 frames.
Number Block Episodes

Re-assess dice
standard patterns. ALL
children to be able to
do this. Intervention if
not.
Assess children’s
ability to recognise
non standard dice
patterns
Estimation- Show the
children 5 counters.
Children to estimate
how many counters
there are in sets of 010 counters. Are there
more or fewer than 5?
Put the counters onto
the 10 frame to see if
they are right and how
many there are.
11 and 12 days- part,
part whole, numicon ,
10 frames, bundles of
10 Addition and

13 and 14 days- part, part whole,
numicon , 10 frames, bundles of 10
Addition and Subtraction (10 frames and
numicon)
Teach writing numbers 0-10
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/1863365
03312206478/ Smartest giant

Number trailscounting footsteps
from one lace to
another using maps

Mini home activitywhich countries
have I visited? Use
information as a
class

Direction (ELG SSM)
Packing game… what
do I need in my
suitcase eg 2 maps, 3
whistles, 1 pair of
wellingtons, 6
chocolate bars
Use pennies on 10
frames- how many
pennies (set up shop)
Number Block
Episodes
15 and 16 days- part,
part whole, numicon
, 10 frames, bundles
of 10 Addition and
Subtraction (10
frames and numicon)

How do I get to
school? What
journey do I take?
Drawing maps with
features (use of
shapes) (ELG SSM)

Treasure Maps/
Shapes (ELG SSM)
Toy hunt- can you
find the toy with…
wheels? Can you
find the toy that has
4 legs? Written
sentences for the
children to read
Children to have 10
frames and double
sided counters.
Explore how 2,4,6,8
and 10 can be made
into 2 equal groups
and how 1,3,5,7,9
cannot be made into
2 equal groups. Use
of sentence stems.

Estimation Centre
Number Block
Episodes
17 and 18 days- part,
part whole, numicon
, 10 frames, bundles
of 10 Addition and
Subtraction (10
frames and numicon)
Estimation Centre
Halving- Sharing 12how many equal

Talk
pictures/
sentence
stemscompare
different
amounts of objects
Number
Episodes

Block

19 and 20 days -part,
part whole, numicon,
10 frames, bundles of
10 Addition and
Subtraction
(10
frames and numicon)
Assess
children
reading numerals 020 Assess one more,
one fewer

Bus gamesubtraction and
addition
Number Block
Episodes

Subtraction (10 frames
and numicon)

groups can we
make?

Ordering images 0-20
(pictures of numicon,
ten frames, fingers,
different fonts, objects,
pennies) Additional
challenge smallest to
biggest and biggest to
smallest
Assess children
reading numbers 0-20
(intervention) Assess
one more, one fewer

Discovery
(Children respond to
instructions involving
several ideas or actions.
They answer how and
why questions about
their experiences and in
response to stories or
events ELG U)
(Children express
themselves effectively,
showing awareness of
their listeners needs.
They use past, present
and future forms
accurately when talking
about events that have
happened or are to
happen in the future.
They develop their own
narratives and
explanations by

Continuous Provisionhalving/ doubling
opportunities
Sense of sight song
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=76AEABc
i61Q
I spy game
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=n4YaFjXWuY
Senses- see (walk
outdoors) photos and
captions, collection
bags- use of digital
book to record
journey
Let’s fly a kite!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

Sense of touch song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_4h
v64gLto

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=kT7T1
tcJ7gA

Have a feely bag – identify objects using
sense of touch. Use language like rough,
smooth, soft, hard, slimy, prickly etc

Sense of smell song
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=O99e
cwRpXf0

Senses- touch (walk outdoors) photos
and captions, collection bags- add to
digital book
Search holes to see what is inside of
them…
Bubbles, bubbles everywhere!
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Which objects float? Go outside and
throw a leaf, feather, etc in the air &
watch it float.

Have selection of
smells for children to
try to identify
Senses- smell (walk
outdoors) photos
and captions,
collection bags- add
to digital book
Pack a rucksack with
some things in it that
an explorer might
take on a journey-

Sense of hearing
song
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=x4s67
Kc79rs
what sound can you
hear?
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=TPRL
cAjMZFc
or
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=n1m4
h79JZso
Senses- hear (walk
outdoors) photos
and captions,
collection bags- add
to digital book
Seeds galore!

Sense of taste song
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=14sCPetUMc

5 senses song
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=lvBX
WMvOGOk

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=C4rdq
XXzPGU

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=OEi39
haJwHk

Let’s explore
herbs!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Look at plant leaves
you can eat: mint,
thyme, rosemary and
coriander.
What
colour/smell/shape/
flavour are they?

Colour mixing (or
other) experiment
relating to senses

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=9EUfV
Ion6t8

connecting ideas or
events ELG S)
Children learn about
similarities and
differences in relation to
places, objects, materials
and living things. They
talk about the features
of their own immediate
environment and how
environments might vary
from one another. They
make observations of
animals and plants and
explain why some things
occur, and talk about
changes TW UW ELG)

Introduce the season:
Summer.
Use streamers outside.
Look at direction of
the wind.
Make a kite-bag, paper
&canes, toilet roll.

Move around the playground like a
bubble, float, glide high/ low, pop!
Watch bubble magic:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qse
WXpkaGTY
Make bubble mixture with the class: (20
fl oz water, 5 fl oz washing up liquid and
2 tablespoons glycerine)
Make wands out of- string, colander,
netting, sock & bottle, pipe cleaners,
Vary:
Making different shaped bubble wands
using pipe cleaners: does a triangle wand
make a triangle bubble?
Bubble painting – what shapes can you
see in your picture? How many bubbles
can you see? Which is the biggest?
Bubble blower – who can blow the
longest bubble snake?
Bubble wands – who can blow and who
can catch the biggest bubble? Whose
bubble lasts the longest? Whose bubble
goes the highest/furthest? How many
bubbles can you blow and pop?

map, flask,
binoculars, hat,
compass, camera etc.
Why might an
explorer need these
things?
Look at a large map
of the world- talk
about the land and
sea, where we live
and where our
families live

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
How do seeds
grow? What do they
grow into?
Watch a seed grow:
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=ECibe
tK2EYI
Plant a seed & label.
Fruit/ veg printing.
Make seed patterns.

Use all of your
senses- crush, snip
them.
Play game: guess
herb by smelling
leaves on plant.
Make some summer
potions to smellherbs/ food
colouring/ glitter!
Taste herbs

Seeds galore!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Where do seeds
come from?
Read: The tiny seed
by Eric Carle
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=ls6wT
eT2cKA
Explore seeds in
fruit.
Make seed patterns.

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=BIPZm6az4I
Colour hunt!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing rainbow song.
What flowers can be
seen in the summer?
How many do you
know?
Use colour catcher
frames to search for
as many colours as
you can in our
school grounds.

Collect flowers.
Make a flower
window- flowers in
laminate pouch to
hang in windows.

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors, buttons,

Make our own maps
Making binoculars
and pretend camp
fires with tissue
paper for props

Making our own maps of Bicester
using large area- junk model houses
and familiar buildings from Bicester/
label street names

Making binoculars
Making cameras
Exploring hats and
glasses

Making binoculars
Exploring hats and
glasses
Making cameras

Make French flag
https://www.pinter
est.ch/pin/3072300
05811000291/

Make Big Ben and
Buckingham Palace
out of big boxes

real items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall / white
fabric for shadow
puppets, set the
mood with
lighting
Whatever displays
we do decide
upon we can
create artwork
during the week.
Make bunting for
Garden Party
(Children are confident
to try new activities, and
say why they like some
activities more than
others ELG SCSA)
(They are confident to
speak in a familiar
group, will talk about
their ideas, and will
choose the resources
they need for their
chosen activity. They say
when they do or don’t
need help ELG SCSA)
(Children use what they
have learnt about media
and materials in original
ways, thinking about
uses and purposes ELG
BI)

https://www.twinkl.c
o.uk/resource/t2-s930-5-day-weatherdiary-for-the-unitedkingdom-activitysheet
Make a St George’s
flag
Make bear masks
Collage a bear
Get children to do
different scenes
from story, then put
them together for a
display
https://www.pintere
st.co.uk/pin/1227935
27312685379/
https://www.mumint
hemadhouse.com/pr
inting-flowers-withcelery-stalks/ rose
printing
https://www.verywel
lfamily.com/tissuepaper-flowers-craft620428

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/501
02614585053490/ weaving to make
paper kilts
Make a St Andrew’s flag
https://monkeyandmouse.co.uk/thistl
e-flower-craft/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/429
038301981622353/ Smartest giant
tie (did add this on Number planning
as well).

Design some new sets of clothes
for the giant to wear on different
occasions (e.g. dinner parties,
sporting events).

Space rocket
making- large and
small- how can we
get to Space?

Travel brochure
sticking and
cutting

Toilet roll rockets

Make Irish Flag

Stained glass
planets (tissue
paper- cutting and
sticking)

https://www.messy
littlemonster.com/
2019/02/stpatricks-dayshamrock-craftprintingpeppers.html

Making your own
jet pack out of
junk modelling
Creating your own
control panel out
of junk modelling
Dance journey
Songs about
different places
and the way that
we move
Make daffodils, egg
cartons.
https://www.activit
yvillage.co.uk/drag
ons
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/4778
74210431623177/

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/9929
0366757639549/
Snake
https://funhandprin
tartblog.com/hand
print-cheetahcraft.html use this
idea for any animal
Make parrots out
of toilet rolls, add
feather and eyes

Design Eiffel
Tower using
straws

Design buses ie
junk modelling or
red paper

https://wwsgroup.co.uk/blog/2
016/10/06/make-apenguin.htmlw.tt

https://myboredto
ddler.com/underthe-sea-crafts-andactivities-fortoddlers/

https://funfamilycra
fts.com/paperwhale/
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/7192
39002972655207/
https://iheartcraftyt
hings.com/20arctic-animalcrafts-for-kids.html
Make ice lollies
Painting with
coloured ice
Colour mixing
with coloured ice
cubes
Toilet roll
penguins with
black, white and
orange collage/
paper

https://nurturestor
e.co.uk/foil-fishcraft-ocean-themepreschool or any
other sea creature
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/3224
29654555356438/
Octopus – paper
mache body
Celery printed
rainbow fish

chalk planets on
black paper

(Children safely use and
explore a variety of
materials, tools and
techniques,
experimenting with
colour, design, texture,
form and function ELG
EMM EAD)

Cotton wool toilet
roll on the side to
make into a polar
bear

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/2276
42956152565452/
Design own planet

Junk modelled
igloo/ cavepossibly with milk
cartons?

(Children represent their
own ideas, thoughts and
feelings through design
and technology and art
ELG BI EAD)

Gross Physical
Jungle Gym and
Cosmic Yoga
(Children talk about how
they and others show
feelings, talk about own
and others’ behaviour
and its consequences,
and know that some
behaviour is
unacceptable. They work
as part of a group or
class and understand
and follow rules. They
adjust their behaviour to
different situations and
take changes of routine
in the stride ELG MFB)
(Children show good
control and coordination
in large and small
movements. They move
confidently in a range of
ways, safely negotiating
space (ELG PD)
(Children know the
importance for good

Den making- special
awareness
https://thriveafterthr
ee.com/2015/01/16/
bear-hunt-obstaclecourse/

Journeys
Use of benches, horses and gym
bars in hall- going on an adventuremodelling how to use equipment in
hall safely

Painting with Wheels: Take the
big wheels outside and roll
across paint to cover the
sidewalk!
Connect the ‘Dots’
Mazes (shared on PBS Parents): A
tape maze for the kids to drive
through and connect the
matching letters (or numbers,
shapes, sight words… ).

Obstacles coursesunder, over,
through- using
body in different
ways
Use of benches,
horses and gym
bars in hall
Have fun with
maksing tape
Put it on the floor
like a ladder.
Then have
students see how
many rungs they
can jump. Can
they jump farther
with a running
start? Make a
maze with letters
or numbers long
it for children to
journey to

Twisting and
turning- jungle
adventure
Use of benches,
horses and gym
bars in hall
Move like an
animal
You’ll need some
open space, but
this is a great
way to get kids
using new
muscles. Here
are some ideas:
 Move like a
bird (run with
arms
outstretched)
 Move like a
snake
(wiggle on
tummies on
the floor)

Team gamesworking
together… going
on an adventure
(into Space)
Use of benches,
horses and gym
bars in hall

Hopping and
skipping with
confidence
Use of benches,
horses and gym
bars in hall

health of physical
exercise, and a healthy
diet, and talk about
different ways to keep
healthy and safe ELG
PD)

Discussion (circle
Time)



Move like a
bear (walk
on all fours)
 Move like a
frog (get
down on
haunches
and hop)
 Move like a
kangaroo
(take big
leaps with
arms in front
of chest)
 Move like an
elephant
(with heavy
stomping)
 Move like a
penguin
(waddle with
ankles close
together and
arms pinned
to sides)
Need more
ideas? Check
out 15 animal
walks for
sensory input,
from Lemon
Lime Adventures
We’re going on a
bear hunt- senses
walk and emotionshow do we feel
when we are…

Talk about visiting
a place- what did
you like the most?
How did you get
there? What did

Look at a world
map- where would
they like to visit
and why?

VALUE OF THE
MONTH APRIL:
FREEDOM
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=gh0RzikLtx4
VALUE OF THE
MONTH MAY:
INCLUSION
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=2FCwiVrJdHE
(Children take account
of one another’s ideas
about how to organise
their activity. They show
sensitivity to others’
needs and feelings and
form positive
relationships with adults
and other children ELG
MR)
(Children express
themselves effectively,
showing awareness of
their listeners needs.
They use past, present
and future forms
accurately when talking
about events that have
happened or are to
happen in the future.
They develop their own
narratives and
explanations by
connecting ideas ot
events ELG S)

you feel like? What
did you take? (use
of world map)
Weekly Jigsaw

Use of nonfiction
books- journeys to
the North Pole,
Space (show clips
to enthuse)

Baking

Salad sticks

Fruit kebabs

https://www.pinte
rest.co.uk/pin/591
1043236093973/
earth cakes

Bear Bread

Flapjacks

Will need to
make cakes re
Thrilling Thursday
(Children respond to
instructions involving
several ideas or actions.
They answer how and
why questions about
their experiences and in
response to stories or
events ELG U)
(Eats a healthy range of
foodstuffs and
understands the need
for a variety of foods 4060 PD)

Computing
(Children recognise
a range of
technology is used
in places such as
homes and schools
T UW ELG)
(They select and
use technology for
particular purposes
T UW ELG)

Toasting marshmallows

Scottish shortbread:

Bear foot print: use tiny

Car shaped
biscuits
https://www.bbc.c
o.uk/food/recipes/
welshcakes_67264
Welsh cakes
https://images.app.g
oo.gl/cREC7y4TyX
mG8AZZ6

https://images.app.goo.gl/mjzQK
gqAM7aM7Wki7

Healthy yoghurt
ice lollies mixed
with fruit. Put in
small pots with a
lollipop stick,
freeze
https://www.easyp
easyfoodie.com/ea
sy-white-sodabread/#wprmrecipe-container11491

Sandwich making
for a journey

Treat barbecueexperiencing food
cooked outside

French Food
Tasting
Baguette,
croissants/pastries,
Crepes/French
cheese

I love this idea:)

(CS) Online
Safety
SMART rules ‘T’
Health, well-being
and lifestyle
(IT) Multimedia:
‘2Create a story’ on
Purple Mash
I can move objects
on a screen.
I can create shapes
and text on a screen.
I can use technology
to show my learning.

(CS) Online
Safety
SMART rules ‘T’
Health, well-being
and lifestyle
(IT) Multimedia:
‘2Create a story’ on
Purple Mash
I can tell you about
different kinds of
information such as
pictures, video, text
and sound.
I can move objects
on a screen.

instead of nuts

https://images.ap
p.goo.gl/67iTxZo3
exDspcgj7
(CS) Online Safety
Introduce SMART
rules ‘T’
Copyright and
ownership
(IT) Multimedia:
‘2Create a story’ on
Purple Mash
I can tell you about
different kinds of
information such as
pictures, video, text
and sound.
I can create shapes
and text on a screen.

(CS) Online Safety
Reinforce SMART rules ‘T’
Copyright and ownership
(IT) Multimedia: ‘2Create a story’ on
Purple Mash
I can tell you about different kinds of
information such as pictures, video, text
and sound.
I can create shapes and text on a screen.

(CS) Online
Safety
SMART rules ‘T’
Copyright and
ownership
(IT) Multimedia:
‘2Create a story’ on
Purple Mash
I can move objects
on a screen.
I can create shapes
and text on a screen.
I can use technology
to show my learning.

(CS) Online
Safety
SMART rules ‘T’
Health, well-being
and lifestyle
(IT) Multimedia:
‘2Create a story’ on
Purple Mash
I can move objects
on a screen.
I can create shapes
and text on a
screen.
I can use technology
to show my learning.

I can create shapes
and text on a screen.
I can use technology
to show my learning.

Music and
Movement

Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities for
self expression.
Cassette players,
record players,
enclosed music area
with various
instruments from
different cultures.
Upcycled music wall
outside with stage
and instruments.

(Children use songs,
make music and
dance, and
experiment with
ways of changing
them ELG EMM
EAD)
(Children represent
their own ideas,
thoughts and
feelings through
music and dance
ELG BI EAD)

Continue with song/
rhyme basket
Music and
Movement: Use
classical music- how
does this make the
children feel?
Encourage them to
move to the music
and explain their
feelings. Bring out
chest of scarves and
ribbons for them to
use.

Continue with song/ rhyme basket
Music and Movement: Use happy
music ‘Happy’ by Pharrell Williams how does this make the children
feel? Encourage them to move to
the music and explain their feelings.
Bring out chest of scarves and
ribbons for them to use.

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Music and
Movement: Use
sad music ‘Do you
want to build a
snowman’ - how
does this make the
children feel?
Encourage them to
move to the music
and explain their
feelings. Bring out
chest of scarves
and ribbons for
them to use.

Music and
Movement: Use
adventure music
‘Mission
impossible’ ‘star
wars’ - how does
this make the
children feel?
Encourage them
to move to the
music and explain
their feelings.
Bring out chest of
scarves and
ribbons for them
to use.

Music and
Movement: Use
pop music ‘I’ve got
this feeling from
Trolls’ - how does
this make the
children feel?
Encourage them to
move to the music
and explain their
feelings. Bring out
chest of scarves
and ribbons for
them to use.

Music and
Movement: Bring
out chest of
scarves and
ribbons for them
to use. Children to
create their own
movements to
music with
instruments.

Term 6
What is the
greatest show?
This is the greatest
show!

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Displays needed:
Stage area for hook over 6 weeks- indoor and outdoor, dressing up clothes, ribbons, music nearby, microphones, instruments

Week 5

Week 6

FATHER’S DAY: 20 JUNE 2021

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/863987509749142302/ - A great display clown but will take time.
Singing event in Term 5
*Assess ‘they manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, including dressing and going to the toilet independently’ ELG PD)
Hook
Welcome to the circus
Welcome to
Welcome to the
Welcome to
(alongside interest
ballet
punch and Judy
karate
points and in the
Children enter to a circus set up
show
moment planning)
with different activities/
Children enter to
challenges- hoops, beanbags,
Children enter to
Children enter to
a stage with
balancing. Circus costumes.
a stage with ballet a puppet show
karate outfits and
music in
area near the
tales toolkit
background- light
stage with a range nearby. Ipads
materials.
of puppets- tales
available.
Costumes. Ipads
toolkit nearby.
available.
Ipads available.
Introductions
Focus Text
(alongside interest
points and in the
moment planning)
(Children listen to stories,
accurately anticipating key events
and respond to what they hear
with relevant comments,

Introduce weekly provision
Introduce new big question
Subitising game zone
Bellamy Brickle’s Circus Dream
https://www.amazon.c
o.uk/Bellamy-Brickles-Circus-BrickleFamily/dp/1527229998/ref=sr_1_1?dchild
=1&keywords=Bellamy+Brickle%27s+Ci
rcus+dream&qid=1589291689&sr=8-1

You see a circus

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Ballet Dreams
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=t
WEo6570_XE

Tales Toolkit
using different
puppets- children
create the weekly
stories

Tales Toolkit
using different
puppets- children
create the weekly
stories

Dogs don’t do
ballet

Welcome to our
cinema

Welcome to very
own Southwold
Talent Show

Children enter
to a pretend
film reel, seating
on stage,
popcorn stall
etc- tales toolkit
nearby. Ipads
available
Introduce weekly
provision

Children enter to
stage with sparkly
material and a
range of
costumes. Ipads
available.

Film Making
based around
tales toolkit
stories

Giraffes can’t
dance
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=v
ZjsLK5vwNU

Introduce weekly
provision

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1
HGGW8Y63s

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
KrAWpkerZRY

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

Read Write Inc

(Links sounds to letters, naming
and sounding the letters of the
alphabet 40-60 R)

Jelly and Bean weekly reading/ Ditty
sheet daily reading

(Children read and understand
simple sentences. They use
phonic knowledge to decode
regular words and read them
aloud accurately. They also read
some irregular words. They
demonstrate understanding when
talking with others about what
they have read ELG R)

Basket of high quality picture books

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Jelly and Bean
weekly reading/
Ditty sheet daily
reading

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Basket of high
quality picture
books

Basket of high quality
picture books

Phonics Book
Library

Phonics Book
Library

Phonics Book
Library

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words

Tricky Word
Trucks:
https://new.phonicspl
ay.co.uk/resources/p
hase/3/tricky-wordtrucks

Buried Treasure
game:
https://new.phonicspl
ay.co.uk/resources/p
hase/3/buriedtreasure

Dragon’s Den:
https://new.phonicspl
ay.co.uk/resources/p
hase/3/dragons-den

Hopscotch using
tricky words/ sound
words

Skittles using tricky
words/ sound words

questions or actions. They give
their attention to what others say
and respond appropriately, while
engaged in another activity ELG
LA)

Treat: Watch
‘Sing’

(Children respond to instructions
involving several ideas or actions.
They answer how and why
questions about their experiences
and in response to stories or
events ELG U)

Phonics

Phonics Book Library
Role Play- RWI with child’s chair/
green words
Rocket Rescue:
https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/resourc
es/phase/3/rocket-rescue
Beanbag throw onto trickywords/
sound words

Write tricky words/
sound words in
coloured sand

Phonics Book
Library
Role Play- RWI
with child’s chair/
green words
Picnic on Pluto
game:
https://new.phonic
splay.co.uk/resour
ces/phase/3/picnicon-pluto
Tricky word/sound
word bingo

Phonics Book
Library
Role Play- RWI with
child’s chair/ green
words
Pick a picture:
https://new.phonicspl
ay.co.uk/resources/p
hase/3/pick-a-picture

Dough Gym/ Funky Fingers

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Continuous Funky
Fingers
Picking up pom oms with
tweezers

Placing patterned buttons on to a
drawn line- create pattern of 3 or 4

Lolly pop sticks with
Velcro on the end,
then assemble into
shapes

Linking paper clips
Pegs on peg boards
Geo boards

Patterns on boards with beads and
buttons to place on pattern- eg swirl,
zig zag
Chalk paint on tuff tray (key words,
mini CVC sentences- patterns and
buttons

Tools in individual
sand trays to create
tricky words/ secret
messages

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Hanging up things on
a washing line using
pegs. Den making
using different sized
pegs

Placing elastic bands
around a bottle to
make a pattern- use
of coloured elastic
bands

Phonics
Assessment for
Year
1/Reception
Dough Gym
Linking paper clips
to make a
patterned worm

Dough Gym
Making necklaces
using pasta and
beads- different sizes
to be used

Formation
Assessment

Threading with beads and
pasta
Hole punching and
threading

Jungle Gym
(Children handle equipment and
tools effectively, including pencils
for writing ELG PD)

Communication and
Language (modelling)
(planned puppets, role play,
small world, playdough,
water, sand focuses to
enhance provision)
Play dough Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose parts at all
times, cutters, rollers, card
mirrors to work on

Small World: Big top back drop/
add tight rope-balance beam, horses,
trapeze hoops

Small World:
Ballet bar with
figures and a mirror
back drop

Puppets- characters from the circus
Role Play: Greatest Showman- top
hat, costumes, strongman weight
(stick and two balloons), juggling balls,
set chairs in a semi circle, ribbons on
sticks
Play Dough: Read and white
playdough, sparkly loose parts, bits of
coloured ribbon

Puppets: Diverse
ballet dancers,
genders, races,
costumes
Role Play: Ballet
studio, mirror, ballet
pumps, bar, tutus,
fake roses, music by
stage area

Small World: stage
area created with a
cardboard box- small
characters/ plain
figures for audience

Small world: stage
area created with
cardboard box and
finger puppets- plain
figures for the
audience

Role Play: Puppet
theatre with
puppets/ tickets to
the show/ audience
seating

Puppets: different
characters/ mini
karate mats, dolly
pegs

Play Dough: Navy
playdough- different
coloured buttons,

Role Play: mats,
karate outfits,
directors chair,

Small world:
based on popular
children’s film at
the time

Small World: stage
area created with a
cardboard box- small
characters

Role Play:
cinema, ticket
making, screen,
torches, popcorn,
making own large
box cinema
screens

Role Play: Class
name’s got talentstage, judges, golden
buzzer, costumes,
lights, camera,
microphones, fabric
for curtains,
audience seating

Small World Area
(continuous)
Invitations for learning.
Typical small world
activities along with loose
parts stored in baskets
accessible at all times
(slices of wood, CDs, large
pebbles, sticks, cardboard
tubes, available fabric,
artificial grass, shiny bits)
Puppet/ Story telling
Tales Toolkit Arearange of hand puppets and
characters for story telling/
mini me teachers and
children on bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with foam for
story telling through mark
making (tales toolkit
symbols)

Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy lights, real
life items (wood, stainless
steel, ceramic), empty food
containers, real life
dressing up items, mirrors
(Children play cooperatively,
taking turns with others ELG
MR)
Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play 40-60 S)

Sand/water/tuff: Moon/ magic type
sand (8 cups of flour/ 1 cup of oil),
wood shavings

Role Play: Strictly
Come Dancingballroom, sparkly
fabric, disco ball,
disco lights,
costumes, judges
panel with numbers
on sticks to vote,
clear space for dance
floor, accessible
music
Play Dough: Rose
scented, rose petals
Sand/water/tuff:
Paper confetti,
ribbons with hidden
letters. Lacing ballet
shoes, different
coloured ribbons

colourful loose
parts

spotlight, balance
beams

Sand/water/tuff:
water with disco
light below water
tray to glow lights
into water, clear
pouring, measuring
containers,
biodegradable glitter
and sequins,
mirrored items

Play Dough: Add
letter stamps to
stamp names in play
dough, star cutters
Sand/water/tuff:
colour sorting/ items
in primary colours
to be sorted in to
different containers

Play Dough:
cinema food/
snacks
Sand/water/tuff:
popcorn- scoops,
containers

Play Dough:
sparkly playdough,
add wooden letters
so children can print
words/secret
sentences
Sand/water/tuff:
golden confetti,
shredded coloured
paper, hidden key
words and words to
make sectary
sentence messages

(Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play 40-60 BI
EAD)
(Plays alongside other children
who are engaged in the same
theme 40-60 BI EAD)
(Plays cooperatively as part of a
group to develop and act out a
narrative 40-60 BI EAD)

Messaging Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level writing area with
cushions
Pigeonholes with children’s
photos on so they can
send each other messages
(Children handle equipment and
tools effectively, including pencils
for writing ELG PD)

Note paper, notepads, post it notes,
envelopes, cards of different sizes,
postcards, different writing utensils, writing
rucksacks so they can travel with their
mark making., clipboards of different sizes,
whiteboards, whiteboard pens, large rolls
of paper, wallpaper, plain stickers of
different sizes, labels, card from boxesdifferent sizes, Sellotape, scissors, range of
writing equipment- pens, pencils, chunky
crayons, sticks (mud writing)

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t12266-circus-writing-frames

(Children write simple
sentences which can be read
by themselves and others
ELG W)
(Some words are spelt
correctly and others are

Tales
Toolkit
storytelling bookletslined/ plain

Tales
Toolkit
storytelling bookletslined/plain

Tales
Toolkit/
storytelling strips

Tales
Toolkit/
storytelling strips

Tales
Toolkit/
storytelling strips

Writing tickets to
the show

Writing tickets to
the show

Writing tickets to
the show

Posters to advertise
a show

Sign making for own
puppet shows/ dates
and times show will
be open

https://www.twinkl.c
o.uk/resource/t2-t267-ballet-editablenote

(Children use their phonic
knowledge to write words in
ways which match their
spoken sounds ELG W)
(Children write sentences
with some irregular words
ELG W)

Tales
Toolkit
storytelling bookletslined/ plain

Posters to advertise the circus
Brochure to detail performers at the
circus
Tickets
Write a review - what is the best
circus act and why?

https://www.twinkl.c
o.uk/resource/t-l52539-how-to-takecare-of-a-dog-factfile

Tales
Toolkit
storytelling
bookletslined/plain
Writing an invite to
the talent show for
parents
Writing tickets to
the show

Tales
Toolkit
storytelling bookletslined/plain

phonetically plausible ELG
W)

Number/ SSM

Order routine for cleaning teeth- time
(Everyday language time related ELG
SSM)
Subitising opportunities through
continuous provision (Subitising
Zone?) Tapestry
Estimation Centre (Tapestry)
Number Block Episodes Series 2
‘Show’ 0-10 on one hand, ‘show’ 0-10
on two hands. Work in pairs to show
numbers 10-20. Flashing numbers with
hands- flask 10 with hands and 6
fingers. How many did they see?
Flashcards 11-20
Introduce arrow cards -use of straws
10 and 1, 10 and 2 etc. Making
bundles of 10 as a class- counting.
Sentence stems ‘The number… has…
ten (s) and … one (s)
Ordering images 0-20 (pictures of
numicon, ten frames, fingers, different
fonts, objects, pennies) Additional
challenge smallest to biggest and
biggest to smallest- Tapestry

11 and 12 days
1 more, 1 fewer in
continuous provision
(Tapestry)
Add using 10 frame/
numicon (part part
whole)
Word problems/
stories- addition and
subtraction
Modelling writing
number sentences to
the children when
adding/subtracting
practical resources
Practise writing
numbers 0-20

Shopping basket
story- adding/
subtracting
Money- adding 1ps
and 2ps

Heavier and lighter –
compare weights of
different fruits and
vegetables. Compare
the weights of
different cereals.

13 and 14 days

15 and 16 days

Add using 10 frame/
numicon (part part
whole) Continuous
Provision Tapestry

Subtract using 10
frame/ numicon
(part part whole)
Continuous
Provision Tapestry

Word problems/
stories- addition and
subtraction

Word problems/
stories- addition and
subtraction

Food at which
times of the daytime (Everyday
language time
related ELG SSM)
vocabulary- why is
it important that
we eat breakfast?
What sorts of
breakfast do
people eat in other
countries?
17 and 18 days
Subtract using 10
frame/ numicon
(part part whole)
Continuous
Provision
Tapestry
Word problems/
stories- addition
and subtraction

19 and 20 days
Subtract using 10
frame/ numicon
(part part whole)

Discovery
(Children respond to instructions
involving several ideas or actions.
They answer how and why
questions about their experiences
and in response to stories or
events ELG U)

Link to all about me and
what I like to do out of
school/ clubs (Why I am
unique)

All about insects
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zt
6qWOMMuwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJlf
BNyBKQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31
66nK3Gym8
Minibeast homes
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
What is a minibeast?

Go on a minibeast hunt outside
using magnifying glasses or watch:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=uiqDniB8T6A
Look at minibeasts under
microscopes. How many legs, body
parts do they have?Where do they
live? Why?
Make a bug hotel
Play minibeast trump cards.

Find out about
butterflies
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=FUE
eu4moxzM

https://www.pinteres
t.co.uk/pin/29463400
0599580913/ a
nature ballerina

Flutter, flutter
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read the hungry
Caterpillarhttps://ww
w.youtube.com/watc
h?v=75NQK-Sm1YY
Move like a
minibeast: wiggle
along the floor like a
worm, crawl like a
ladybird, slither
slowly like a snail, fly
and buzz like a buzzy
bee, scuttle away like
a centipede, flap
quietly like a
butterfly… Go on
a pattern hunt.
Watch:
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=zyDM
A9Y5Ip Paint a
symmetrical
butterfly.

Find out about bees
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=umf40
gWjE3g
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=t
a154f5Rp5Y

Buzzy Buzz
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Watch:
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=ta154f
5Rp5Yor
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=T2J8n
1wqNLs
Go outside and
count how many
bees you can see?
Where did you find
them?
Move like a bee. Play
pollinating game: Sit
in a hexagon/hoop
then buzz around.
Collect flower
pollen=beanbags
from flower hoops.
When buzzer
sounds, jump into an
empty hoop!
Make honeycomb
using bubble wrap to
print and egg boxes
and yellow paint.
Taste honey.

Find out about
Ladybirds
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=n
l7KqpqoN9o

Find out about
spiders
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
WUx2qqPUyOI

Life cycle of
Ladybirds
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=p
HIbZ5fFsOg

Web-tastic!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing: Incy Wincy
Spider.
Search for spiders!
Where would they
be? What do they
eat?
Watch:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=C
TCJwemsQEA
Look at spider
under microscope.
Make web: Black
card- hole
punched, white
wool to weave.
Continue painting
minibeasts onto
stones for our
garden. Continue
this for the next
few weeks.

Ladybird
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read: ‘What the
ladybird that heard’
by Julia Donaldson
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=Eu9m
PX7DuLA
Collect ladybirds
from outside. Look
under microscope.
Make playdough
ladybirds with straws
and beads.
Continue painting
minibeasts onto
stones for our
garden. Continue
this for the next few
weeks.

Find out about
different types of
minibeasts
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=LSp_
meUwug4
Slugs and snails
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=c8ma
6vDvXAM
Worms
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=lzc_1vjLnI
Patterns
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Collect objects from
outside.
Play Kim’s game with
them.
Watch: Andy
Goldsworthy’s art:
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=JTnHi
OA6a0E
Make repeated
patterns with natural
objects.
Make a picture using
the objects- self
portrait

Begin to paint
minibeasts onto
stones for our
garden. Continue
this for the next few
weeks.

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames, loose
parts, mirrors, buttons,
real items, natural mats,
small mosaic tiles
Clear wall / white fabric
for shadow puppets, set
the mood with lighting
Whatever displays we
decide upon we can
create artwork during
the week.
FATHER’S DAY 20TH
JUNE
(Children are confident to try
new activities, and say why they
like some activities more than
others ELG SCSA)
(They are confident to speak in a
familiar group, will talk about
their ideas, and will choose the
resources they need for their
chosen activity. They say when
they do or don’t need help ELG
SCSA)
(Children safely use and explore
a variety of materials, tools and

Make clown hats

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/2946
34000599580883/
decorate ballet
shoes

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/36
4510163592918668/ clown shoes

Make wands and a
coronet

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/65
4218283359036075/ clown faces

Create own large
ballet area with
beams out of large
tubes, crates,
boxes etc
Dancing folded
people (eg paper
dolls book link)
Making wands/
ribbons for
dancing

Make a puppet
theatre, using big
boxes
Make crocodiles –
Toilet rolls
Make Puppets
from Socks, Lolly
sticks
and paper
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/5419
09767661650467/

https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/6379
63103441468422/
Japanese writing
Making Ninja
masks etc
Design your own
karate belts

Make pop corn
holders
Make a poster
advertising your
favourite film
Design a packet
a for sweets

Design bunting for
show/ decorations
such as swirl plate
hangings
Make
microphones,
instruments
Making own dance
costumes using
material/ dustbin
bags/ ribbons, old
sheets
Make programmes
Make giraffe hats
https://www.pinter
est.co.uk/pin/8479
43436067550842/

techniques, experimenting with
colour, design, texture, form and
function ELG EMM EAD)
(Children use what they have
learnt about media and materials
in original ways, thinking about
uses and purposes ELG BI)
(Children safely use and explore
a variety of materials, tools and
techniques, experimenting with
colour, design, texture, form and
function ELG EMM EAD)
(Children represent their own
ideas, thoughts and feelings
through design and technology
and art ELG BI EAD)

Gross Physical
Jungle Gym and Cosmic
Yoga
(Children respond to instructions
involving several ideas or actions.
They answer how and why
questions about their experiences
and in response to stories or
events ELG U)
(Children show good control and
coordination in large and small
movements. They move
confidently in a range of ways,
safely negotiating space (ELG
PD)
(Children know the importance
for good health of physical
exercise, and a healthy diet, and
talk about different ways to keep
healthy and safe ELG PD)

Zumba
Sports Day Practice- gamesbalancing
Daily Mile
Balancing beanbags on headsraces in the garden
Be an athlete
Have your learners pretend to
do one of these sports. Think of
it as heart-pumping charades!
 basketball
 football
 skiing
 rope climbing
 tennis baseball
 rowing

Zumba
Sports Day
Practice- gamesbalancing
Daily Mile

Zumba thon
Sports Day
Practice- gamesbalancing
Daily Mile

Sports Day
Practice- gamesbalancing
Daily Mile

Dressing up races
in the garden

Balancing a potato
on a spoon in the
garden- races

Make dogs out of
junk modelling
with leads and do
our very own
cruft's show

Toss bean bags
into baskets
Provide laundry
baskets. Then
get your learners
in several rows,
and have them
take turns
tossing bean
bags into the
target.

Learn with a
ball toss
If your learners
are able to catch
a simple toss,
put them in a
circle. Then think
of a way to
incorporate
learning with a
ball toss. For
example, you

Playground
games markings
Daily Mile

Playground games
markings
Daily Mile

Team gamesinvite the year
ones out to join
us- buddy
sporting fun

Team gamesinvite the Year 6’s
out to buddy up
with Reception
and play ball games

can throw a ball
to a student and
name a word.
Then s/he names
a rhyming word
and tosses the
ball back to you.
Toss it to another
student with a
new word for
him/her to
rhyme.
Discussion based on
healthy eating (circle
times)

How does food make us feel?
How would it feel if we didn’t
have any food?

Why should we be
active? How does
it help us?

Sleep? Why is it
important? Play
sleeping lions

VALUE OF THE
MONTH JUNE:
THOUGHTFULNESShtt
ps://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MJoczdESU24

Weekly Jigsaw

Weekly Jigsaw

Weekly Jigsaws

Water? Why is it
good to drink?
How does it help
our bodies?
Weekly Jigsaw

Moving on…
how does this
make us feel?
Weekly Jigsaw

Special times as a
class this yearphotos on
interactive board
all week of the
children’s time in
reception
Weekly Jigsaw

VALUE OF THE
MONTH JULY:
APPRECIATION
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=MJoczdESU2
4
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=JIodsXEvo4
U
(Children take account of one
another’s ideas about how to
organise their activity. They show
sensitivity to others’ needs and

feelings and form positive
relationships with adults and
other children ELG MR)
(Children express themselves
effectively, showing awareness of
their listeners needs. They use
past, present and future forms
accurately when talking about
events that have happened or
are to happen in the future. They
develop their own narratives and
explanations by connecting ideas
ot events ELG S)
(Children talk about how they
and others show feelings, talk
about own and others’ behaviour
and its consequences, and know
that some behaviour is
unacceptable. They work as part
of a group or class and
understand and follow rules.
They adjust their behaviour to
different situations and take
changes of routine in the stride
ELG MFB)

Baking
(Children respond to instructions
involving several ideas or actions.
They answer how and why
questions about their experiences
and in response to stories or
events ELG U)
(Eats a healthy range of
foodstuffs and understands the
need for a variety of foods 40-60
PD)

Fruit salad- look closely at the
fruits- photos so children can add
captions

Flapjack
Chocolate chip
cookies

Lion snacks

Clown biscuits

Ballet themed
biscuits (can
include star shape
biscuits)
https://images.app.
goo.gl/T538uhvL
WQ3dHXWaA

Healthy pizzaslook closely at the
ingredientsphotos so children
can add captions
https://www.bbcgo
odfood.com/recipe
s/no-yeast-pizzadough

Frozen lollipopswhat happenschange of state
Frozen yogurt ice
cream
Making pop corn

Vegetable souplook closely at
the vegetablesphotos so
children can add
captions

Chocolate treatsadd melted
chocolate to rice
krispies, biscuit,
marshmallows,
honeycomb

Computing
(Children recognise a
range of technology is
used in places such as
homes and schools T UW
ELG)

(CS) Online Safety
Managing Online Information
(CS) Programming
Scratch Jr
I can use simple software to make
something happen.
I can make choices about the buttons
and icons I press, touch or click on.

(CS) Online
Safety
Managing Online
Information
(CS)
Programming
Scratch Jr
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons
and icons I press,
touch or click on.

(CS) Online
Safety
Managing Online
Information
(CS)
Programming
Scratch Jr
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons
and icons I press,
touch or click on.

(CS) Online
Safety
Managing Online
Information
(CS)
Programming
Scratch Jr
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons
and icons I press,
touch or click on.

(CS) Online
Safety
Managing
Online
Information
(CS)
Programming
Scratch Jr
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons
and icons I press,
touch or click on.

(CS) Online
Safety
Managing Online
Information
(CS)
Programming
Scratch Jr
I can use simple
software to make
something happen.
I can make choices
about the buttons
and icons I press,
touch or click on.

Continue with song/ rhyme basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Continue with
song/ rhyme
basket

Learning songs/
instruments/
movements for
singing event in
week 5

Learning songs/
instruments/
movements for
singing event in
week 5

Learning songs/
instruments/
movements for
singing event in
week 5

Event for our
Reception
parents- Summer
Singing in the
Sun! Children to
write Tales
Toolkit invites to
parents,
grandparents,
special visitors
etc

(They select and use
technology for particular
purposes T UW ELG)

Music and Movement
Music
(continuous provision)
Provide opportunities for
self expression.
Cassette players, record
players, enclosed music
area with various
instruments from different
cultures.
Upcycled music wall
outside with stage and
instruments.

(Children use songs, make
music and dance, and
experiment with ways of
changing them ELG EMM
EAD)

Learning songs/ instruments/
movements for singing event in
week 5

(Children represent their
own ideas, thoughts and
feelings through music and
dance ELG BI EAD)

